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REBELLION IN NEW MEXICO - 1837
PIDLIP RENO

FOR A SHORT TIME during August and September of 1837, a
successful revolt by northern New Mexico's village poor, aided by
Pueblo Indians, vested New Mexico governmental authority first
in a revolutionary Canton and then in a Junta Popular, or "People's Assembly."! Named by the Canton as Governor of New Mexico, and confirmed in this office by the People's Assembly, was Jose
Gonzales of Taos, whose mother was a Taos Pueblo Indian and
whose father was a genizaro of non-Pueblo Indian lineage with
some admixture of white blood. 2
There is no wonder that such a government was brief, or that
it achieved only de facto status. The wonder is that Jose Gonzales
ever became governor at all-a singular aberration in the long succession of governors of New Mexico from other geographical
areas and other classes of society.
Historians have, naturally enough, treated this episode primarily in description of the violence by which the government
came to power and by which its leaders perished. For the most
part these ~ccounts have been based on the records left by Gonzales' enemies-the New Mexican political figures who overthrew
his government and the American merchants then opening "the
time of the Gringo"3 in what was soon to become the Southwestern United States. The few records left by the rebel government
itself have gone unnoted in histories, and a review of them throws
a different light on its actions and intentions;
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THE REVOLT OF THE CAAADENSES OR CHIMAYOSES4

As A RESULT of turmoil in Mexico, the remote New Mexican
frontier had during the time since Mexican Independence generally looked after its own affairs. Local government was effectively in the hands of the Rio Abajo ricos, and gubernatorial
appointments usually went to members of this group. Ii In 1835,
however, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana appointed Colonel
Albino Perez, of the Mexican army, governor of New Mexico.
Perez chose his official family from among the few New Mexicans who shared his cosmopolitan ideas, the Abreu brothers being
the most prominent of this group, and set out to reform the administration. Lansing Bloom has summarized Governor Perez'
aspirations and difficulties:
He came to New Mexico with high hopes, and the records of
these years show how he tried in various ways to better the situation
which confronted him upon· his arrival. That he failed was due
chiefly to the economic distress of the people, most of whom were
then crassly ignorant and miserably poor, but it was also due in part
to the widening breach between the impoverished mass of the population and those, relatively few in number, who were privileged and
well-to-do. That Perez was one of the latter and that within the ruling class itself were rivalries and dissensions were other important
factors which were to contribute to the collapse of the administration
in August, 1837.6

Lacking financial help from Mexico and from the Rio Abajo
rich, Perez was unable to maintain an effective militia, and the
villagers blamed him for the losses they suffered as a result of
Indian raids. In 1836, when New Mexico received departmental
status, village autonomy was further restricted, and, under a subsequent Mexican decree, the departmental governments were held
responsible for the collection of taxes. Governor Perez' opponents
took advantage of this to inflame the northeni villagers against
him. As Bloom pointed out, this was not difficult, because of conditions of life among the village poor, to say nothing of the fact
that, as Josiah Gregg noted, the Pueblo Indians "had always been
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ripe for insurrection."T Thus there is, in at least one thing, a common viewpoint about the revolt that erupted in August 1837; no
one is surprised that it happened.
The general discontent was exploded into revolt by the highhanded act of a government official. District Judge Santiago Abreu
overruled a judgment by the alcalde of Santa Cruz de la Canada,
and added injury to insult by jailing him. A rebellious multitude
from the Rio Arriba villages and Taos gathered at Santa Cruz
and heed the alcalde. Word of this sent Lieutenant Colonel Jose
Marfa Ronquillo marching on Santa Cruz "to reimpose the rule
of law," according to a letter, dated August 2, 1837, which he
left in Santa Fe for Governor Perez. (SRC) Further details about
Ronquillo's announced attempt to restore order are lacking. The
next time his name appears in the records it is as one of those attending the assembly called by the victorious rebels after they had
routed the government forces and the governor had been killed.
And not long after, Ronquillo appears to have changed sides
again, joining Manuel Armijo to overthrow the rebel government.
Meanwhile, the Santa Cruz rebels named a directing "Canton"
of twelve members. On August 3 they issued a proclamation
which began "Viva, God and the Nation and the Faith of Jesus
Christ," and ended with the customary "God and the Nation."
Although the dateline, "Encampment, Santa Cruz de la Canada,"
suggests that armed revolt had begun, the proclamation itself
simply stated the determination "not to admit the departmental
plan," nor any taxation, nor "the misconduct of those who are
attempting to enforce it."s
Antonio Jose Martinez, the controversial spiritual and political
leader of Taos, in an account written in February of the following
year, stated that he hurried to Santa Cruz to persuade the rebel
leaders to abandon their intention to revolt. Failing in this attempt, and fearing for his life, he went on to Santa Fe. 9 Governor
Perez mobilized a small force of his supporters and a few Pueblo
Indians and set out to put down the uprising. During a brief engagement near San Ildefonso on August 8, some of the Indians
deserted to the rebels, and the governor's force was routed and re-
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tired to the capitaL That night Perez and some of his officials fled
from Santa Fe down along the Rio Grande, where they were
taken and killed by Indians of the Rio Abajo pueblos who had
joined in the revolt. Governor Perez, Santiago, Ramon, and Marcelino Abreu, Secretary of State Jesus Maria Alarid, and several
army officers and soldiers all suffered a bloody and barbarous end.
The revolutionary forces occupied Santa Fe on August 9. There
were a few American traders and a half-dozen American residents
in Santa Fe at the time, and histories of New Mexico feature
their fears that the city would be sacked. But "to the great and
most agreeable s)..uprise of all, no outrage of any importance was
committed upon either inhabitant or trader." 10 Since the rebellion
was obviously neither disciplined nor under effective unified
command, there may be some truth on both sides in apparently
conflicting accounts of the revolutionists' behavior when they en~
tered the capital. One American resident told how they paraded
around the Santa Fe plaza with their victims' heads on pikes, crying "death to the Americans and Gringos."ll On the other hand,
according to Twitchell, they went nrst of all to the church to
thank God for their victory.12
Once in control of the capital, the rebels named Jose Gonzales
governor, and on the following day, August I I, he addressed a
message "from the Governor of New Mexico to his fellow citizens." (SRC) It is brief, naive, and appealingly humble:
By the general will of the inhabitants I have been named your
governor. In such critical circumstances as those in which we see
our beloved country, I could do no less than lend my efforts to the
elevated destiny my fellow citizens propose . . . knowing my insufficiency for discharging the duties, and I hope that everyone will
forgive the weaknesses I may incur, although without any trace of
malice . . . and that you will remain fellow citizens and friends.

This message and the Santa Cruz proclamation are the chief evidence I can nnd of how the revolutionists viewed themselves and
their purposes. Although a few later documents, notably the assembly proceedings, contain some clues, by then other strong-
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willed and able men, Padre Martinez for one, were involved in
the affairs of the government and must have influenced what was
said and done.
Nor is much known about the revolutionists themselves. The
biographers of Padre Martinez ridiculed Jose Gonzales as an illiterate buffalo hunter. Gregg called him "a good honest hunter
but a very ignorant man." 13 Other Canton leaders were the alcaldes of Santa Cruz and San Juan, Juan Jose Esquibel and Juan
Vigil, called tIel Coyote," 14 and among the members were Desiderio Montoya and his brother Antonio Alban y Montoya, possibly two other "persons of the name Gonzalez," 15 and "General
Chopon" of Taos. Many years later Benjamin M. Read, as fierce·
a critic as the rebellion ever had, stated that the twelve members
of the Canton were "all of them ignorant and depraved criminals,"
who increased "their wickedness by another crime, that of inducing the Pueblo Indians to make common cause with them by
means of tricks, lies, and calumnies, helping them to inscribe the
blackest page in the history of New Mexico." And "not content
with having satiated their criminal ambition by the shedding of
innocent blood, [they] proposed to continue their campaign of
murder and theft in that part of the territory which they called
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the Rio Abajo." 16 Most historians are more reserved in expression
of their adverse judgment.
. What, then, do we know about the "incidents that actually occurred," the actions and the proposals of the Gonzales government? After their seizure of power, Jose Gonzales and some of
the Canton stayed on in Santa Fe to discharge the duties of gov. ernment, while their followers'dispersed to their Rio Arriba homes.
A few letters signed by Gonzales as governor are still e~tant, and
.there is a more substantial record concerning the disposition of
the property of the murdered officials of the Perez regime. Because the American merchants in Santa Fe were involved, this is
the best known aspect of the Gonzales government.
WAS THE MURDERED OFFICIALS' PROPERTY
CONFISCATED?

THE STORY GENERALLY ACCEPTED in histories of New Mexico is
that when Governor Perez and the others were killed, their property "was confiscated and distributed among the insurrectionists
and the major part of the effects of the late Governor Perez fell
to the portion of Gonzales."17 Because the American merchants
had, as was their custom, advanced money and goods to government officials against duties that the merchants would have to pay
later, they feared that neither the rebel government nor the bereaved families would honor this indebtedness. Therefore they
hastened to file a claim against the Mexican government, basing
it on the failure to exercise reasonable precaution against revolt,
and on collusion by the de facto government in the expropriation.
It should be noted here that the Americans were not such novices
in foreign trade as to pin their hopes of compensation solely on a
favorable outcome of this claim, and took further action in accordance with the frontier maxim that grease quiets a squeaking
wheel. A letter from Manuel Armijo to the American merchant
Jose Sutton, dated September 25, 1837, shortly after Armijo had
taken power from Gonzales, acknowledges the generous contribution, 410 pesos, which the Americans had made to the "reestablishment of order in New Mexico," thanking Americanos
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Sutton, Sholley; Waldo, Alvarez, and Robidoux on behalf of the
president of Mexico.
As for what actually happened to the property of the murdered officials, archival investigation has brought to light two sets
of documents. The first relates to an inventory of the property of
Santiago Abreu made by order of Governor Gonzales. The first
document is a letter dated August 25, 1837, in which Gonzales
advises Alcalde Ortiz y Delgado of Santa Fe that Josefa Baca de
Abreu has requested a postponement of the inventory because of
her grief. On September I the governor ordered the alcalde to
proceedwith the inventory because Santiago Abreu "died without
having signed a will, having died in the field at the hands of
Pueblo Indians." The inventory itself, which comprises four
pages, was signed by Ortiz y Delgado with Domingo Fernandez
and Juan Garda as witnesses. ls This inqicates that if any of the
rebels or Indians had taken property of the murdered men, the
Gonzales government was not accepting responsibility. With regard to Santiago Abreu's property, Governor Gonzales was following usual legal procedure, and no final action was taken until after
Manuel Armijo became head of the government. On September
30 Alcalde Ortiz informed Armijo, the jefe politico, that the property left by Abreu was not sufficient to pay a fourth of his debts,
. since. he apparently owed a large amount to the municipal treasury.l9
There is also a record of the disposition of Governor Perez'
property by Gonzales and Armijo. On August 18, 1837, Donaciano Vigil drew up a list of goods belonging to the late goverpor,
and Al~alde Ortiz certified it. These were disposed of in accbrdance with an accounting dated August 27. 20 Jose Sutton received
two horses which he claimed for lack of payment. Francisco Sarracino, former departmental treasurer, claimed several large mirrors. Other items were sold and the proceeds paid into the fonda
municipal. Manuel Armijo took action with regard to Perez' belongings on September 26, 1837, when he ordered Alcalde Ortiz
to make an inventory of them, place them in a safe depository, and
hold them pending further orders. CSRC) According to Armijo,
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they had been regarded as spoils of war and taken by rebels who
had no title to them, from whom Ortiz was to recover them.
Whether Armijo's statement reflected his· belief or was simply a
political maneuver, there is no further reference of this kind.
The inventory lists household effects, clothing, and personal
belongings of Governor Perez and his widow. Some of them were
sold at auction on January 18, 1838, for 1327.7 pesos. On January 25 Governor Armijo again addressed Alcalde Ortiz y Delgado:
Send me a list of what you [still] have in storage of the belongings
of Governor Perez, pues es necesario divisar a los soldados de la
guarnici6n~

(SRC)

Finally, on March 5, 1838, Vicente Sanchez Vergara, Armijo's
secretary, advised Alcalde Doroteo Pino that the proceeds from
the auction had proved sufficient to satisfy the levies of the municipal treasury, the post office, and court costs. The remainder
of this sum and any goods left over were to be placed "at the disposition of the government." (SRC).
It seems reasonable to conclude that the story of confiscation
by the rebels repeated in New Mexico histories is largely, perhaps wholly, false, in view of the amount of property shown in
the inventories and Jose Gonzales' actions as governor. What may
have happened is that those who killed the officials appropriated
the valuables on their persons. The dIsposition of the Perez property shows that processes of law could be quite as effective in reducing a family to privation as the depredations of lawless men.
Senora Perez was a native of New Mexico, and Governor Armijo
must have been aware of her straitened circumstances while the
disposition of her husband's goods was in progress. 21
THE JUNTA POPULAR

SUMMONED BY THE LEADERS of the revolt, the Junta Popular, or
People's Assembly, met in Santa Fe on August 27, 1837. Only
one invitation and the reply to another have come to light, but
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invitations· to send representatives appear to have been widely
distributed, from Taos to Belen. They were probably sent to village leaders whether or not they were sympathizers, and also to
the Indian pueblos. The object was to establish the new government on a popular base. The surviving invitation, dated August
21, was addressed to Governor Josecito Archibeque of Cochiti
pueblo and signed in the name of Governor Gonzales by Jose
Esquibel and Juan Vigil as commanders of the Canton and alcaldes of Santa Cruz and San Juan. (SRC) It mentions threats
to the revolution, asks the Indian governor to attend the assembly
and give an account of conditions among his people, and concludes: "Let us as compatriots and good Mexicans purify our
native land so that we can live in peace and quiet."· In reply to
another invitation, Francisco de Madariaga, alcalde of Tome,
wrote on August 24: "Your proposals seem most sound to me."
But he begged to be excused from attending the assembly, plead~
ing illness. (SRC) He and his village were soon to figure in the
meeting at which Don Manuel Armijo "pronounced"against the
Gonzales regime.
What appears to be the originalrecord of the proceedings of
the asse Il1bly is preserved in the Huntington Library.22 According
to this, action was taken on only one substantive matter. This was
the naming of Manuel Armijo, Padre Martinez, and Juan Jose
Esquibel as a commission to give assurances of loyalty and a statement of the grievances which had inspired the revolution to the
Mexican government. A manuscript dated September 2, 1837,
obviously written by Donaciano Vigil, mentions Padre Martinez
and Vicente Sanchez Vergara (who was soon to join Armijo at
Tome) as the ones who were to go to inform the president of
Mexico about the "sad manner in which Governor Perez lost his
life at the hands of bad men," and to assure him of the loyalty
of the Department. (SRC) Although the reasons for· the change
in the membership of the commission are not clear, either group
could have spoken for both the Rio Arriba and the Rio Abajo,
although the Canton does not seem to have been represented in.
the second. In any event the assembly included representatives of
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the major social groups in New Mexico. Armijo, and no doubt
others, represented the Rio Abajo rich; Ronquillo, a part of the
militia; Jose Gonzales and the Canton, the northern village rebels;
Pueblo Indians apparently accepted the invitations to attend; and
Martinez spoke for the liberal Mexican nationalists.
In a message dated August 31, 1837, Jose Gonzales asked Tesuque pueblo to join the other pueblos in presenting their views
to the "emissaries ... who are going ... to the capital of the republic." 23 This is one more indication of how much the rebels
relied upon the commission to present their case to the Mexican
president. But their hopes of doing so were doomed to disappointment. When the assembly failed to make him governor, Manuel
Armijo took steps to overthrow the revolutionary regime.
LOS UBICUOS DIABLOS TEJANOS

ALTHOUGH IT SEEMS EVIDENT from the foregoing that the Gonzales government planned to remain loyal to Mexico, historians
have expressed a very different point of view. In a footnote Bancroft quoted (in Spanish) the Mexican historian Carlos Maria
Bustamante: 'The entrance of a number of North American
wagons bringing a large amount of merchandise, on which the
Anglo-Americans were unwilling to pay duty, was the cause that
gave rise to the revolution, and when the governor wished to prevent the display [of the goods], they [the merchants] stirred up
the revolt." Bancroft goes on to say "that this was probably not
true of the traders. Gregg tells us that they even furnished means
for quelling the revolt." He then quotes Gregg directly: "Some
time before these tragic events took place, it was prophesied
among them [the Pueblo Indians] that a new race was about to
appear from the east, to redeem them from the Spanish yoke. I
heard this spoken of several months before the subject of the insurrection had been seriously agitated. It is probable that the
pueblos built their hopes upon the Americans, as they seemed as
yet to have no knowledge of the Texans." According to Bancroft,
Gregg "also says the rebels proposed sending to Texas for protec-
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tion, though there had been no previous understanding. While
there is no documentary proof, it is wellnigh impossible, considering the date and circumstances, to believe that the Texans had no
influence directly or indirectly in the affair." This seems a rather
loose interpretation of Gregg's statement that: "In the South [Mexico], the Americans were everywhere accused of being instigators
of this insurrection, which was openly pronounced another Texas
affair." 24
,
There appears to be no evidence in the records of Texan involvement, while there is evidence that the rebels hoped to make
their peace with the supreme authorities of Mexico. Any relations
the Anglo-American merchants had were with Armijo rather than
with the rebels, and their attitude toward the Gonzales government is shown by their co-operation in overthrowing it.
RULE OF LAW RE-EST ABLISHED

THREE DECISIVE DOCUMENTS lead up to the end of the Gonzales
government: Manuel Armijo's pronunciamento at Tome on September 8, 1837,25 the Albuquerque proclamation of September 9,
made by Jose Caballero, chief of the New Mexico militia;26 and
a declaration by Jose Gonzales, September 13, 1837, which for
some reason has gone unnoticed, although it was in effect his
abdication. 27
According to the Tome pronunciamento the measures taken by
the Canton threatened to destroy peace and property and to bring
about disorder and anarchy. Therefore, until the supreme government in Mexico should decide on the proper action to be taken,
no authority would be recognized in New Mexico except the prefect of Albuquerque, "the only legal one remaining." No one
would be attacked in his property or rights. There would be an
armed force, with Manuel Armijo as commandant. In order to
preserve peace in the Indian pueblos and to prevent them from
intervening in the affairs of the Mexicans, they would be warned
not to take any part in the struggle unless attacked; meanwhile,
they were to govern themselves until the appointment of a new
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governor by the Mexican government. The authority put in office
by the Canton was not recognized. The commandant of "the
liberating army" was authorized to take appropriate measures to
cover expenses. The Commandant General of Chihuahua and
the supreme government of Mexico were to be advised of this by
a special, urgent dispatch. Any contribution by the Indians to
officials appointed in Santa Fe was to be returned.
On the very next day'Jose Caballero offered the services of the
militia, without pay, in the effort to "re-establish order." According to this proclamation the Rio Arriba was in a "state of revolution," and the salvation of New Mexico depended upon action by
the Rio Abajo.
Four days later, on September 13, Jose Gonzales signed a document, certified by Felipe Sena, alcalde of Santa Fe, in which he
"embraces and adopts" the pronunciamento at Tome and agreed
to abide by the laws and co-operate with the authorities. According
to Padre Martinez, Gonzales accompanied him to Taos shortly
thereafter. 28 The Padre's brother had sent him a message from the
Taos insurgents urging him to come home, for "the peace depended on his presence." On September 14 Manuel Armijo presided at a meeting in the Palace of the Governors at Santa Fe.
(SRC)
It is generally believed that Gonzales left Santa Fe when the
approach of Armijo's forces gave him no choice but to Ree. There
is, however, another possibility: Did he wait to meet Armijo, and
did he sign the abdication on September 13 under pressure? In
any event he does not appear to have put up a fight. And so the
Gonzales regime came to an end-"not with a bang but a whimper." Manuel Armijo had gained the power he coveted, and a
month later, on October 13, 1837, the Mexican Minister of War
and Navy Michelena advised Don Manuel that he had received
appointment from the President as governor of New Mexico after
receipt of his letter of September 12, in which he had reported
his "re-establishment of the rule of law." (SRC) Before the appointment reached Armijo, Jose Galvez had already sent word of
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the pending action from Chihuahua, and a contingent of troops
arrived from there to enforce the law.
Meanwhile, Armijo lost no time in seeking the capture and
destruction of the leaders of the rebellion. Some believe that he
was anxious to ensure the silence of those who might have told
of his own part in the revolt. But perhaps it was just another illustration of Spengler's historical process, in which the hangmen
of today become the dukes of tomorrow. At all events Armijo sent
letters to the alcaldes demanding that the rebels he named be
turned over to him for punishment.
As soon as his authority had been recognized in Santa Fe, Armijo led his men north, where they engaged the rebels near
Pojoaque and routed them in short order. It is not clear whether
Jose Esquibel and Juan Vigil were taken then, or whether they
accompanied the Montoya brothers when they went to Santa Fe
a few days later to offer their allegiance on condition that the
Departmental taxation not be enforced. In a circular dated at
Santa Fe, September 26, 1837, Armijo referred to the "treaty" he
had made with these men on September 21. Now that he had
been accepted by the Rio Arriba as well as the Rio Abajo, he began to style himself jefe superior politico y militar. 29
In mid-October Armijo went to Rio Abajo, leaving orders for
the decapitation of the four imprisoned rebel leaders. But Jose
Caballero, who was in command during Armijo's absence, was
reluctant to execute the order and called a council of war which
decided to defer the executions until such time as there ,was real
reason to believe that the northern insurgents intended to attack
Santa Fe. 30
Armijo returned to Santa Fe in December. Now that his legal
.claim to the governorship must have been beyond doubt, the Departmental Junta was re-established. This, along with the imprisonment and impending execution of Esquibel, Vigil, and the
Montoya brothers, illspired a last protest from the north. In January 1838 Antonio Vigil circulated a notice in the villages around
Taos, stating that Jose Gonzales was the unanimously elected
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governor and that Manuel Armijo had raised a revolt against him,
not by the public will but by violence, and had imprisoned leaders
of the government. (SRC)31
Governor Armijo saw the circular as a call to insurrection and
marched north with a corps of militia. Padre Martinez, who had
returned to Santa Fe in response to a letter from Armijo dated
January 8, 1838, addressing him as mi siempre amigo, went along
as chaplain. 32 Near Santa Cruz the troops came upon and soon
routed a band of rebels. Jose Gonzales was with them. The story,
presumably apocryphal, of Gonzales' capture and summary execution is told by Pedro Sanchez: Gonzales went to Armijo's camp
of his own accord and greeted him: "Compafiero, I come to ask
for guarantees for my people, that no imposition nor taxation be
placed upon them, and so I will keep the peace." Armijo beckoned to his guards and then turned to Father Martinez: "Confess
the genizaro," Armijo told the priest, "so that they may give him
five bullets." 33
CONCLUSIONS

ALTHOUGH THE BASIS of the rebellion of 1837 may have been an
uprising of the have-nots against the haves, it was far from being
"an idea that found bayonets," to quote Napoleon's phrase for the
classic model of revolution. The rebels hoped to continue as part
of Mexico and, except for taxation, to carryon under the same
government and laws as before. They contemplated no major
change in the political or economic structure, but there were two
tacit modifications in the focus of political power:
I) For the rebels, governmental power resided effectively in
the village leaders'.
2) The Pueblo Indians were included in councils on government policy.
These unexpressed principles of the rebellion and the brief
government it cr~ated grew out of the way of life of the northern
villagers and the dynamics of the revolt. But its tenure was too
short for these prinCiples to influence New Mexican political institutions.
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NOTES
I. The chief sources for this article are documents in the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and in
the William Gillet Ritch Papers concerning the History of New Mexieo,
1539-1885, in the Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
When material from the State Records Center is filed by date and names
alone, the reference is included in the text (SRC). Citations to those belonging to special catalogue series will be found in the notes. Citations
to the Ritch Papers will be found in the notes with the Huntington Library document number and University of New Mexico Library microfilm
reel number.
2. See Fray Angelico Chavez, "Jose Gonzales, Genizaro Governor,"
NMHR, vol. 30 (1955), pp. 190-94. In New Mexico the term genlzaro
was used in a specific sense "to designate non-Pueblo Indians living in
more or less Spanish fashion. Some of them were captives ransomed from
the nomadic tribes, and their mixed New Mexico-born descendants inherited the designation. Church and civil records reveal such varied derivations as Apache, Comanche, Navajo, Ute, Kiowa, Wichita, and Pawnee.
Many had Spanish blood, clandestinely or otherwise. They all bore Christian names from baptism and Spanish surnames from their former masters." Eleanor B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez, The Missions of New
Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), p. 42n.
3. The title of Elliott Arnold's perceptive novel about this period
(New York, 1953).
4. Pedro Sanchez, Memorias del Padre Antonio Jose Martinez (Santa
Fe, 1903), p. 21, says that the revolt was known as "La Guerra de los
Cafiadenses 0 Chimayoses.". W. H. H~ Allison, "Santa Fe as it Appeared
during the Winter of the Years 1837 and 1838," Old Santa Fe, vol. 2
(1914-1915), p. 170, recalls the common name as the "Chimay6 Rebellion."
5. "Bacas, Chavezes and Armijos had been rulers of New Mexico." L.
Bradford Prince, Historical Sketches of New Mexico (New York and
Kansas City, 1883), p. 285.
. 6. Lansing B. Bloom, "New Mexico under Mexican AdministrationV," Part II, Old Santa Fe, vol. 2 (1914-1915), p. 4.
7. Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, 4th ed. (Philadelphia,
1849), vol. I, p. 129.
8. W. W. H. Davis, El Gringo; or, New Mexico and Her People
(New York, 1857), p. 88, gives "a true translation from an original manuscript copy in Spanish in possession of the author." Benjamin M. Read,
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HistOria Ilustrada de Nuevo Mexico (Santa Fe, 1911), p. 239, presents
the Spanish text from an original in his possession, and an English version
in Illustrated History of ~ew Mexico (Santa Fe, 1912), p. 374- There are
also English translations in Ralph Emerson Twitchell, Leading Facts of
New Mexico History (Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1917), vol. 2, p. 61, and in
Bloom, pp. 22-23.
9. From an account "composed and written" by Padre MartInez in
February, 1838. Santiago Valdez, Biografia del Reverendo Padre Antonio
Jose Martinez, 1877, MS in Ritch Papers (no. 221 I, reel 8).
10. Gregg, vol. I, p. 132.
I I. Benjamin Wilson's story as reported in Frank D. Reeve, History
of New Mexico (New York, 1961), vol. 2, p. 38. See also Read, Historia
Ilustrada, p. 240; Illustrated History, p. 376. [Testimony of Jose Sanchez
y Sedillo, sixty-seven years of age, in a land claim case, November, 1887:
He recognized Governor Perez when he was dead. "I saw his head . . . .
I saw papers scattered about there and the people said they were archives.
They were near the Palace where the flagstaff was." United States Land
Office, Santa Fe, Land Office Report 155, microfilm reel no. 28. F. D.
Reeve.]
12. Twitchell, vol. 2, p. 63.
13. Gregg, vol. I, p. 132.
14. Although the term coyote is used in various special senses in Mexico and Spanish America, "in New Mexico at this time it meant the child
of an Indian woman by a European-born father, or the child of a Spanish
New Mexico woman by a European-born father." Chavez, "Jose Gonzales,"

P·193·
15. Allison, p. 173.
16. Read, Illustrated History, pp. 374, 377.
17. Twitchell, vol. 2, p. 63. A typical reference.
18. Ritch Papers, nos. 160, 164, reel 2.
19. Ritch Collection, no. 166, reel 2.
20. Ritch Collection, nos. 159, 172, reel 2.
21. "Soon after his arrival in New Mexico, [Governor Perez] married
Miss Trinidad Trujillo, a native of Santa Fe...." History of New Mexico, Its Resources and People (Los Angeles, 1907), vol. I, p. 60n. On the
night that Governor Perez left Santa Fe, his wife had also fled, hiding
their baby with friends. She took refuge near Albuquerque, and later returned to live with her mother and young Demetrio in Santa Fe. In 1913
Demetrio wrote his recollections for Read. He said that he was seven years
old when General Mariano MartInez de Lejanza, who was to succeed
Manuel Armijo as governor, arrived in Santa Fe. The Senora de Martinez,
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looking fora laundress, was directed to the widow of Governor Perez.
When General Martinez learned from Demetrio that his father had been
governor, the family fortunes took a turn for the better. Relaci6n escrita
pOT D. Demetrio Perez, junio 22, 1913, MS in Benjamin M. Read, Papers'
(SRC).
22. Ritch Papers, no. 16 I, reel 2.
23. Ritch Papers, no. 163, reel 2.
24. Hubert Howe Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico (San Francisco, '1888), p. 3I7n; Gregg, vol. I, pp. 129, 133. Bustamante was naturally worked up about the Texas events and dedicated El Gabinete Mexicano, published in 1842, to Manuel Armijo, then a hero in Mexico for
having captured the Texas expedition. Fortunately for his peace of mind,
Bustamante never seems to have been aware of the relationship between
Armijo and the American merchants.
25. Ritch Papers, no. 165, reel 2. Read, Historia Ilustrada; pp. 242-43;
Illustrated History, pp. 378-80; Bloom, pp. 25-26n.
26. For the Spanish text and a translation of the proclamation, see
Read, Historia Ilustrada, pp. 243-44; Illustrated History, pp. 380-82.
27. Valdez.
28. Ibid.
29. Sanchez, p. 25; Bloom, p. 28 and note.
30. Read, Historia Ilustrada, pp. 247-48; Illustrated History, pp. 38687; Bloom, pp. 31-33.
'
3 I. See also Read, H istoria Ilustrada, pp. 246-47; Illustrated History,
pp. 384-85; and Bloom, p. 35n.
32. Valdez.
33. Sanchez, p. 25·
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FEUDING AT FARMINGTON
PHILIP

J.

RASCH"

IN

1878, Lincoln County, New Mexico, was the scene of a
ferocious War between the partisans of Lawrence G. Murphy,
James J. Dolan and John.H. Riley on one side and those of Alexander A. McSween and John S. Chisum on the other. In July
the two factions fought for five days for the possession of the
county seat. McSween's Regulators were decisively defeated,
their leader killed, and his force scattered.! George Coe, his cousin Frank, and other McSween supporters Red to the mountains,
leaving their homes unguarded. In September a marauding band"
led by John Selman stole everything of value from the Coe ranch
house at Tinnie and then burned it to the ground. 2 Beset by their
enemies and with warrants for George's arrest in the hands of the
officers, the Coes conceded that wisdom had become the better
part of valor and left the county.
Governor Lew Wallace felt that the law was being cheated.
At his request U. S. Marshal John Sherman, Jr. asked the Attorney Gene~al of the United States for authority to employ detectives to track the two men down and arrest them, but was
advised that no funds were available for such a purpose. Unmolested, the Coes journeyed to Sugarite, Colorado, to help a
cousin, Lou W. Coe, move his cattle to the San Juan country in
". The writer is indebted to Clifford Jones, son of Charles A. Jones; Mrs. Laura
Allyn Ekstrom, Assistant Librarian, Historical Society of Colorado; Mrs. Alys Freeze,
Head, Western History Department, Public Library of. the City and County of Denver; and Miss Marion Lundell, Librarian, Durango Public Library, for their assistance with this paper.
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New Mexico. They left Sugarite in October and arrived in the
area where the town. of Farmington now stands in December.
George, Frank, and Jasper Coe rented two ranches at the site of
Aztec. Another of the Regulators, "Dirty Steve" Steven, also lived
in the neighborhood.
In May 1879 Frank returned to Lincoln County to fetch a
threshing machine. Mistaken for George, he was arrested and
jailed in Santa Fe on the charge of murdering Andrew L. "Buckshot" Roberts. Some six weeks later he was taken to Mesilla,
where he appeared before Judge Warren Bristol on a writ of
habeas corpus. He contended that he had been at Balzer's Mill on
private business and had done all he could to save the man. Dr.
J. H. Blazer and a Mr. Eastman 3 testified that, on his deathbed,
Roberts had stated that Coe was his friend and had tried to save
him. The prisoner was discharged. 4
After Frank's return to Farmington another former McSween
sympathizer, Isaac T. Stockton accompanied by his wife and
their two children, appeared on the scene and lived with the Coes
for some time before taking up a ranch at Animas Arriba. Brown
brought his father's family out from Nebraska just before Christmas. George Coe promptly fell in love with Cal's sister, Phoebe,
and they were married on November 16, 1879. Less welcome
neighbors arrived about January 1880 when S. Dow Eskridge,
of San Antonio, Colorado, sent his brother, Dison Eskridge, and
his brother-in-law, James W. Garrett,5 to locate a ranch in the
Farmington area.
The accounts of the events which followed are highly contro~
versial. This paper is based partly on contemporary New Mexican and Colorado newspapers, partly on material in the New
Mexico State Records Center and Archives, and partly on statements by the descendants of various individuals involved. Even
so, it is far from complete and does not pretend to be the last word
on the subject.
The story told in New Mexico is that cattle owned by the local
ranchers began to disappear and were sold to the butcher at Fort
Lewis, Colorado. In desperation the citizens formed the Farming-
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ton Stockmen's Protective Association to cope with the situation.
Among those prominent in its activities were the Coes, Thomas
Nance, John S. Cox, Meyers, Alfred U. Graves, the Hamblets,
J. H. Roger, George Lockhart, Aaron Barker, George Cox, and
George and Jack Lynch. In Colorado they said that when· they
began to submit bids on' the government beef contracts for supplying troops, the Coe gang undertook to drive out their competitors. Quite possibly both accounts are correct.
The first news of the feud to reach the outside world was a
report of the lynching of William M. "Tex" Anderson in February I880. Anderson, alias Charles Smith, alias Fox, was accused
of stealing a horse at Fort Griffin, after which he went to Chalk
Creek, Colorado, where he shot a man. He then rode off to the
vicinity of Flora Vista, New Mexico. Here he stole a yoke of oxen
from Peter Fox and was arrested by Constable John Cox and
George Coe. Unable to give bond, he was sent to the county jail
at Taos under the charge of three officers. Before they had gone
far, they were surprised by fifteen masked men, who relieved the
officers of their arms and hanged the prisoner. 6
On the face of it this was a not unusual liquidation of a killer
and rustler, but the Animas City Southwest labeled it "an atrocious murder."7 Colorado papers hinted that Anderson had been
lynched as a warning that Colorado stockmen were not welcome
in Farmington. When Frank Coe wrote to the Rico Dolores News
to protest the charges, the editor defiantly retorted that he had "received numerous letters from that section . . . charging the Coe
boys with complicity in the hanging of T ex," and that he "had
no fear of rope-pulling cowards."8 Frank Hartman, co-publisher
of the paper, had been driven out of the Animas valley by the
vigilantes. This accounts for the paper's knowledge of affairs
there and probably for its virulent attacks on the Coes. 9
In the spring matters went from bad to worse. Under New
Mexican law a cattleman was obligated to keep his stock off lands,
under cultivation. By chance some of Lou Coe's animals got into
the crop of a settler, who filed suit. At the trial before Justice of
the Peace H. H; Halford, of Flora Vista, Dison Eskridge and his
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brother, J. Harge, were appointed' special constables to maintain
order. These young men announced that they would disarm everyone who entered the courtroom. George Coe and Ike Stockton
protested and Stockton drew his pistol, but the cylinder-rod fell
out.. One of the constables might have killed him if Coe had not
beaten the man to the draw. Ike dashedto his horse to get his
Winchester, but George ordered him to leave the gun where it
was. After some discussion the men shook hands and separated
without animosity: Later that same day, however, the Eskridges
quarreled with a party of men who tried to force them to release
some prisoners. Most of the group finally shook hands, but George
Brown and Frank Meyers rejected all attempts at reconciliation.
In a later meeting between Dison and Brown, the trouble broke
out anew and mutual threats were exchanged.
George Coe was also accused by a neighbor who claimed that
the Coe cattle had damaged his crops. Coe refused to make restitution, observing that the neighbor had no crops of any kind.
When the farmer sent a constable to serve a warrant, Coe refused
to accept it. Some one seized a mule to satisfy a debt of $4°.00,
but it is not clear whether the mule belonged to Coe or whether
the levier was the farmer in question. In any event O. H. Hansen
and Meyers took the animal away from the constable. They were
duly arrested and taken before Justice HaJford, but a gang led by
the Coes liberated the prisoners and drove the justice out of the
county.
Like most vigilante movements, once started it ran rampant.
C. H. McHenry, a Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Mary Hubbard, Joseph
Starritt, Orange Phelps, R. M. Pierce, William Locke, a storekeeper named Percy, and men listed only as Naughton, Hunter,
and May were reported to have been driven from the country.
May had additional troubles when he was shot in the hand after
a misunderstanding with his partner, one Rutebaugh. Some of
these people favored the Eskridge faction; others seem to have
- been paying off private grudges. Still others were warned that
they would be forced to leave if they did not mend their ways,
and there was suspicion in some quarters that the cattlemen were
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taking advantage of the situation to drive out neighbors who had
been fencing in the best lands. "The Lincoln county mob, who
are inaugurating a Lincoln county- system on the lower Animas,
continue their hellishness," was the way the Dolores News put it. 10
About September 1880 the balance of power was drastically
affected by th~ appearance of Stockton's brother, William Porter
Stockton, a noted desperado. l l Stockton jumped a claim owned
by a widow near Bloomfield and mortally wounded one of her
men. Stockton allied himself with the Eskridge faction. In a short
time he shot a man named Caphart and threatened to kill Graves.
It was alleged that he was busily engaged in stealing cattle. The
Coes were sure that he was bent on eliminating them. 12 Ike
Stockton apparently moved to Animas City, Colorado, about this
time. We know that in November he went to Texas for stock.
During Christmas week a number of local residents gathered
at the home of Francis M. Hamblet for dancing and supper. According to one account, Dison Eskridge, Garrett, and Oscar B.
Puett appeared uninvited and soon made themselves so obnoxious
that the host asked them to leave. They stood outside the house,
shooting their pistols and shouting. Hamblet and Brown went out
to remonstrate. Brown was killed in the fracas that followed, and
when the other guests ran to the scene, they also found Puett's
body. Each party loudly accused the other of having shot him.
Garrett claimed that they had been invited, but that no one would
dance with them, so they left, whereupon an unprovoked attack.
was made upon them. 13 According to another version, Brown
took advantage of the situation to renew his quarrel with Ifskridge, who beat him to the draw. Wherever the blame lay/the
vigilantes set off in pursuit of Eskridge and Garrett, ransacked
and burned their homes, and appropriated their stock-all in the
best Lincoln County tradition.
On January 4, 188 I, Graves, Frank Coe, Nance, Lockhard,
and other vigilantes were beating the brush near Porter Stockton's
cabin searching for the fugitives. When Stockton came to the
door and demanded to know what they were doing, both parties
went for their guns. Porter was riddled. The shot that killed him
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was said to have been fired by either Graves or Nance. As the
gunman fell his wife ran out with a Winchester in her hands.
One ofthe party aimed at the gun, but the ball glanced and struck
her in the breast, inflicting a serious wound. 14 Both Graves and
Nance were foremen for the George W. Thompson and Isaac W.
Lacy (or Lacey) Cattle Company. Lacy's wife is said to have
been Stockton's first cousin. This may explain why Lacy had been
warned to stay out of the San Juan country under penalty of
. ,
death.
Eskridge and Garrett had escaped to Durango and the vigilantes
served public notice that they would kill them if they returned to
their ranches, sending out patrols to make sure that they did not.
Seth Welfoot, a friend of the Eskridges, expressed the opinion
that the men who killed Stockton were as bad as their victim.
Then Nance, Meyers, James Raser, and some of the other gangsters drove him out of the valley.
Early in February Meyers, Roger, and one Banks seriously
wounded a Navajo, and nearly precipitated an Indian uprising.
Shortly thereafter the first two left the county.
The vigilantes were said to have committed at least sixteen
murders by the middle of February.15 Although this may well be
an exaggeration, forty persons were reported to have taken refuge
in Durango alone, leaving their homes and ranches rather than
become involved in the fighting. 16 The Rico Dolores News called
loudly for a war of extermination against that "cowardly mob of
miserable cattle thieves," the Coe gang. 17 Ike Stockton was breathing fire and brimstone. He insisted that the Coe boys were responsible for the killing of his brother and vowed that he would be
avenged as soon as reinforcements arrived from Texas. Succumbing to pleas by his wife, George Coe sold his crops and left the
Territory early in March.
At almost the same time Stockton, Garrett, Torn Radigan, deputy sheriff Charles A. Allison,t8 Gus Hefferman and th~ee others
rode to Farmington to round up some cattle. Nance and Barker
stumbled upon them at Garrett's ranch. Both sides promptly
opened fire. Radigan was hit in the knee; later he had to have his
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leg amputated. Barker was killed and Nance escaped. 19 There was
more excitement in mid-March, when Nance and John Benning
captured Jack Roberts, who had killed Thomas A. Greatorrex in
Durango. The Durango people sent fifteen armed men, to pay
the reward promised and take charge of the prisoner at Cox's
ranch. They held court on the way back, and the murderer was
convicted and hanged before they reached Durango. 2o Another
gunman bit the dust on April 7, when William Lowe, who had
killed a man at Farmington and Bed to Del Norte, Colorado, made
the mistake of taking one of J. H. Jackson's horses with the owner
standing by with a shotgun in his hands. 21
Stockton was relatively quiet for a while. With his partners,
Harge Eskridge and Burt Wilkinson, he was working a silver
claim on Expectation Mountain. Wilkinson who had killed "Comanche Bill" at Durango on the previous Christmas night,22
may have found it advisable to stay out of town for a while.
Some eighty people in Rio Arriba County submitted a petition
to Governor Lew Wallace, asking for assistance and suggesting
that a militia company be organized, the Territory to furnish guns
and ammunition. Wallace promptly directed Adjutant General
Max Frost to proceed to the scene of the troubles, investigate,
make a full report on the situation, and organize two companies
of militia, one at Farmington and the other at Bloomfield. These
were to be placed at the disposal of the sheriff for the protection
of the citizens. He also asked Judge L. Bradford Prince to visit
the county as soon as possible so that offenders could be indicted
without delay. General Edward Hatch ordered the officers commanding Fort Marcy to furnish arms and provide an escort to
ensure their safe arrival.
Frost went immediately to Tierra Amarilla, where he learned
that the deputy sheriff, Charles Johnson" had been accused of
killing Ruben Bertram and wounding another man at Almagre.
He had nearly been lynched before he proved to Justice of the
Peace Charles W. Marshal that he had not been involved in the
shooting. Frost found Chama almost completely' lawless. Jim
Catron, a desperado whom he described as "Captain of the Vigi-
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lantes," ran things much to suit himself, and no man's life was
safe. Frost himself was nearly killed when the gangster fired
several random shots on the street: There were rumors that Stockton was organizing another.~xpedition and intended to kill Graves,
the Coes, Cox, and others, and Cox and his allies were said to
have offered $2,000 in cash for the capture of Stockton. 23
Frost appointed Moses Blanchard (Blancett) deputy sheriff;
Prince impaneled a Grand Jury; and court convened on April I I.
Indictments for murder, assault with intent to kill, and horse
stealing were found against Stockton, Harge Eskridge, Garrett,
Allison, Reynolds, Wilson Hughes, alias 'Texas Jack," Radigan,
Bill "Tex" Hunter, alias Fox; and others. Governor Wallace
promptly posted a reward of $5°0.00 for the capture of Stockton
and $25°.00 for each of the others, and issued requisitions upon
Governor Frederick W. Pitkin of Colorado for their arrest. Hunter,
Painter, and Hefferman took the hint and left the country.
On April I I about thirty Farmington men rode into Durango
to capture the Stockton-Eskridge crowd. As it happened, the
Vigilance Committee was engaged in hanging one of Stockton's
henchmen, Henry Read Moorman, for the unprovoked killing of
James K. Prindle. Seeing no reason to interfere with this worthy
proceeding, the New Mexicans rode through town and spent the
night at Animas City. The following day they were seen crossing a high mesa east of Durango. The Stockton party immediately sallied forth. After a brisk exchange of shots, in which the
only damage was the wounding of two onlookers, Conrad Pulvermiller and Harry Wilson, the Farmington posse broke off the
engagement and rode away.
The Durango/Record and the Rico polores News viewed the
events as an attack by the citizens of one city on those of another.
The former declared, "There are a thousand armed men in Durango, ready to repel any forcible invasion of this place," 24 and
castigated the press of the state generally as misrepresenting the
condition of affairs. To this list the Dolores News added New
Mexican and eastern papers.
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The citizens themselves, however, had had quite enough. The
Committee of Safety hastily reconvened and invited Stockton,
Dison Eskridge, Garrett, and Jack Wilson to leave town. The Eskridge boys became greatly excited and drew their guns on Marshal Robert Dwyer when he, tried to quiet them. Their supporters
called a meeting and adopted a resolution stating that they believed the Eskridge party "to be good, law-abiding citizens," and
pledged themselves to protect them. 211 Alarmed, Sheriff Luke
Hunter called out the Animas City militia. The outlaws finally
saddled up, graciously accepted a gift of $700 from their friends,
and departed. Perhaps some of them belonged to the mysterious
eight-man band, one badly wounded, who crossed the Jornada
at Upton's Siding, near Rincon, in mid-May, saying that they
were looking for Billy the Kid. 26 It may have been other members
of the Stockton. gang who ran across Roberts, pulled him from
his horse, and beat him nearly to death. 27 Now that the gang had
broken up, the New Mexican militia called in the patrols from
the approaches to the Animas Valley and on the La Plata River
where they had been guarding against raids from the north.
Disturbed by reports that Stockton was stealing his cattle,
Lacy decided to round them up. It was said that the Farmington
vigilantes demanded that he post a reward for the capture of
Stockton and his band, and that when he refused to do so, the
Hamblets remarked that they had a rope ready for him. Nance
threatened to shoot him if he "did not walk a chalk line." Thompson and Lacy then hired a former Trinidad policeman, "Big Dan"
Howland, as a spy to find out just how matters actually stood.
Howland, who had joined the Farmington vigilantes shortly after
their raid on Durango, was said to be Dave Rudabaugh' 5 cousin
and to have killed a Mexican sheepherder.
On May 13 Lacy was with Howland and Nance at his slaughter house near Pagosa Springs. A dispute over wages arose between the cattleman and his spy. Lacy reached for his gun,. fired
and missed. Howland then terminated the discussion by shooting
his employer twice in the chest. Nance rode to Fort Lewis for a
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physician, but Lacy died before the doctor arrived. 28 Many believed that Lacy had decideCl to switch sides and intended to
silence Howland to prevent any embarrassing disclosures~ 29 The
killer escaped into Utah. Nance returned to Bloomfield, but soon
went on to Santa Fe in search of a more congenial clime.
Stockton, signing himself agent for Mrs. 1. W. Lacy, offered a
reward of $2000 for the delivery of Howland, dead or alive. Mrs.
Lacy promptly repudiated the offer, and tartly added that "Isaac
Stockton is not my agent, never has been, and never will be."30
The Dolores News proclaimed that stories concerning Stockton's
theft of Lacy's cattle were started by the Farmington mob to create enmity between the two men; and when this failed, they determined to assassinate the cattleman}l The truth may never be
known.
Stockton and Harge Eskridge wrote to Governor Wallace, complaining that they "had never committed a crime" and that the
requisitions against them "were obtained by misrepresentation
and perjury." They claimed to be "respectable, law-abiding citizens" who were "not only willing but anxious to have a fair and
impartial trial" and would surrender if they were guaranteed protection and not tried in Rio Arriba county.32 Their plea might
have been more effective if Harge Eskridge had not gone for a
buggy ride with Jim "Kid" White (real name Cherry) on May
14. Catron overtook-them and warned Eskridge that White had
told a friend that he had been offered $900 to kill Harge. Eskridge then shot White, who died in Almargo a few days later. 33
The Stockton party now split into two groups; one headed by
Ike and the other by Allison. Allison's gang held up the towns of
Chama, Amargo, and Pagosa Springs, as well as the· Barlow and
Sanderson stage coach. Storekeepers, customers, and passengers
alike were forced to "stand and deliver." An absolute reign of
terror held sway in the vicinities of Costilla, Amargo, Durango,
Antonita, Chama, and Pagosa Springs. The desperadoes were so
well armed and mounted that they could defy officers of the law
with impunity.34 Citizens notified Governor Pitkin that they were
powerless to deal with the situation. The Governor offered a re-

From left to right, Barge Eskridge, Tom Radigan, Jim BalL
Courtesy Cliffo~d B. Jones.
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ward of $1 000 for Allison and $200 each for Lewis Perkins,
Henry Watts, and other members of the gang. so
.
Attracted by the reward, Deputy Sheriff Frank A. Hyatt, of
Conejos County, Colorado, took up the pursuit. He captured
Thomas Seely at Alamosa. Seeking to curry favor, Seely revealed
that Allison would be in Albuquerque on June 16. Hyatt and
three men proceeded· to that city, where they enlisted the aid of
Justice of the Peace Sullivan and a Jeff Grant. Grant made contact with the wanted men and invited them to visit his stable to
look over a string of race horses he was taking to Lincoln. Hyatt's
posse hid in the building and took the bandits by surprise.
Once the prisoners were, safely in jail, Sullivan claimed the
bounties and refused to surrender the outlaws to Hyatt until he
received payment. After a good deal of wrangling it was agreed
that the rewards offered in New Mexico would be given to Sullivan; Hyatt was to receive those offered by Colorado. Upon receipt of a requisition from Governor Pitkin, the prisoners were
released to the deputy sheriff, who took them back to Colorado. s6
Each was sentenced to 37 years imprisonment. Allison was re~
leased in 1890, and is said to have ended his days as a bartendel
in Butte, Montana.
"
Stockton and his men had assembled at Rico and again threatened to kill Cox and to round up the Eskridge cattle. Anticipating
the worst, the new governor of New Mexico, Lionel A. Sheldon,
ordered the Bloomfield militia to be prepared to place itself under
the sheriff's orders. At the moment, however, the gang was fully
occupied with more pressing problems. The Pah Utes had been
murdering settlers and driving off horses and cattle in the Grand
River country. Responding to a desperate plea for help, eighteen
men from Rico went to the assistance of the ranchers in that area:
Among them were Stockton, Harge Eskridge, and Bud Galbreth,
alias M. C. Cook. Ten Americans were killed in the fighting on
June 16 and 17. Harge received such a serious wound in the
ankle, along with several minor injuries, that it was feared that
his leg would have to be amputated. Troops under Captain Henry
Carroll, accompanied by Colonel Edward Hatch, immediately set
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out from Fort Lewis in pursuit of the Indians. A civilian expedition,including Dison Eskridge, Hefferman, and Kid Roberts also
took up the trail. .
As a result the Stockton party became even bigger heroes at
home.. When the editors of the Conejos County Times ventured
to make a disparaging comment, the Dolores News termed it an
"absurd little bit of ignorant and cowardly abuse" by a "poor,
idiotic, stupid fool" of an editor. 37 Stockton called in person upon
C. O. Ziegenfuss, city editor of the Denver Republican, who was
visiting Durango, and told his side of the story. He said he had
arrived in Colfax County, N. M., in 1874 and had moved to Rio
Arriba County in 1879. Here he had been a quiet stock raiser
until the murder of his brother and the unprovoked attack by
/ Nance and Barker. He had, he admitted, been mistaken in the
belief that Allison was a good man, but after all they were no
longer associates. Stockton repeated his offer to surrender upon
the stated conditions. Ziegenfuss found public opinion in Durango entirely sympathetic to his visitor, who was regarded as a
"quiet, peacable and enterprising citizen," but the editor commented that avenging his brother's death had become a "fixed
purpose" of Stockton's life. 3s
Even the Rico editor, however, was shortly to see the light. On
the evening of August 22, Catron, Wilkinson, and "Black Kid"
Thomas robbed a saloonkeeper named Miller near Pinkerton's
ranch, thirty miles from Silverton. The party was said to be on a
trip to locate loot hidden by Thomas' brother after a successful
stage robbery. Catron was arrested in Durango, but was freed by
his friends and joined by Dison Eskridge. On August 24 Sheriff
Luke Hunter appeared at Miller's saloon with warrants 'for the
three robbers. Accompanied by the town marshal, D. C. Ogsbury,
and Charles Hodges, he set out to find them. In a street encounter,
Wilkinson killed Ogsbury. A wild shot wounded Charles Edwards, who was sitting in a gambling hal},39 The murderers
promptly Red to the Needle Mountains, but Thomas soon returned, claiming that he had taken no part in the affray: But he
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was arrested and taken out and hanged the following morning, .
presumably, as West remarks, for being in bad company.40
. Large rewards for the other culprits were promptly posted.
Stockton and Cook obtained appointments as deputies and went
in search of their friends. On August 3 I they located Eskridge
and Wilkinson in a canyon near a stage station known as Castle
Rock, some seven or eight miles from Animas City. Stockton persuaded Eskridge to go to George Morrison's ranch on Los Pinos
for some extra fine horses on which they could flee to Mexico.
This was simply a subterfuge in order to avoid trouble with
Harge. Once Dison was out of the way, the two deputies placed
Wilkinson under arrest, and· earned themselves a few thousand
pieces of silver. Wilkinson was taken to jail at Silverton and
lynched on the evening of September 4- 41 He kept his nerve to
the last, admitting his guilt ~nd exculpating Dison from any part
in the shooting.
Thoroughly dissatisfied with their sheriff, the citizens of Durango turned him out of office and installed Barney Watson in his
place. Watson promptly contacted Blanchard and requested re-'
quisitions for the wanted criminals which he guaranteed to serve
immediately. Around noon on September 26, Ike Stockton and
Galbreth rode into Durango, where Ike walked away down the
street. Watson and Deputy Sheriff James J. Sullivan arrested
Galbreth on a requisition from the Governor of Texas charging
him with murder, rape, arson, and stock stealing near Meridian,
Texas about six years before. The officers then looked for Stockton, who was wanted on a requisition from the Governor of New
Mexico for the murder of Barker. Instead of surrendering, Stockton ran toward a building on the corner of First and H Streets.
As he drew his revolver, the two officers fired. Stochon was shot
~hrough the thigh and taken to the office of the San Juan & New
.York .Miningand Smelting Company, where two doctors were
summoned. They agreed that amputation was the only hope, but
the wounded man refused to give his consent until his own physician had been summoned from Animas City. Messengers were
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dispatched but had difficulty in locating him. Meanwhile a crowd
of bystanders gathered and began chanting, "Go to hell and face
Burt Wilkinson." Six doctors performed the operation that night,
but very early the next morning Stockton died. He is buried at Animas City.42 Years later Jones ventured the opinion that Sullivan
was so enraged over the Wilkinson affair that he had deliberately
set out to kill Stockton. 43
The Stockton gang, said at one time to have numbered. 1 10
men, had already begun to disintegrate and some of its members
rode south. On September 23 they robbed the Browne & Manzanares commission house at Lamy, N. M., and a negro was shot
by Jim Bush (also known as Bush "Butch" Clark), Frank Hamilton, alias Frank Smith (said to be Bush's brother), and "Frenchy"
Eimorean. A few days later they robbed a traveler seven miles
south of Albuquerque and then rode up into the Black Range.
Shortly afterwards they appeared in Socorro, where they were
arrested on October 6. That same evening a party of citizens
hanged all but Hamilton, who escaped, from a tree on Regalia
Street, popularly known as "Death's Alley."44 Not long afterwards Hamilton rode up to John Casey's house at Canon Largo
and asked for food and shelter. With the assistance of two prospectors, Eugene Knapp and Adolph Schleicher, Casey. took the
fugitive into custody and delivered him to the authorities at Socorro. He was sent to Santa Fe for trial, where, on February 18,
1882, he was convicted of horse stealing. 45
Early in 1882 Frank Coe concluded that the situation in Lincoln County had quieted' down and returned to the Ruidoso
Valley, taking his bride, the former Helel1a Tully, whom he had
married at Farmington during the previous year. After a rather
stormy career he died of pneumonia in his home there on September 16, 193 I. Seth Welfoot had died near Farmington early
in March 1882. 46 Harge Eskridge was arrested near Gunnison
City, Colorado, in September 1882. Although it is said tha't he
was taken to Santa Fe for trial, the writer has been unable to locate any account of the proceedings. West mentions meeting him
years afterwards in San Diego, California. 47 Dison apparently left
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the state, There are reports of his depredations in ArIzona and
Utah with "Frenchy" (Eimorean?), but gradually his name disappeared from the newspapers. John Sullivan was arrested· near
Alamosa, Colorado for cattle stealing on September 26, 1882. 48
What eventually became of him is not clear.
The citizens of Rico, aided by the Governor of Colorado, submitted a petition to Governor Wallace asking that Radigan be
pardoned on the grounds that he had accompanied Stockton's
party unwittingly and was now a cripple. The request was bluntly
refused, and, according to Stanley, in due course Radigan was
sentenced to ten years in the New Mexico Territorial prison. 49
Jones stated that he was later killed in a poker game in Telluride,
Colorado. 50
Apparently unrelated to the Farmington troubles, although a
number of the active participants in them were involved was a
tragedy which occurred on the night of October 24, 1882. J.
Blanchard, brother of Moses, engaged in a row with Justice of
the Peace Guadalupe Archuleta at Bloomington, during which
he was shot and killed. Moses .Blanchard said bluntly that the
killer must die, and the .town split into an American and a Mexican party. The women and children Red and the militia was
called out. Governor Sheldon ordered Frost to the scene to take
command and insure law and order, but before he arrived Archuleta was lynched. Evidently the Mexicans were convinced of his
guIlt and they dispersed without further trouble. 51
Some of the remaining outlaws gathered at Coyote, in Rio
Arriba County, under the leadership of Jose Ignacio Garda and
Juan Lopez and for a time continued their nefarious work. They
are said to have killed five men, but the names of only two are
known-Henry Brome and E. J. Tazer. 52 A posse under Deputy
Sheriff Spears, one of whose men was seriously wounded in the
process, finally arrested and jailed them at Tierra Amarilla. 53
George Coe returned to the Ruidoso on November 15, 1884.
Years later he wrote a book in which he rather plaintively recalled
that his neighbors at Farmington "were rather unsociable and
made little effort to be friendly to us or to establish closer rela-
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tions." Unfortunately his book gives a very scanty account of the
troubles there and contributes almost nothing to our knowledge
of'what took place. He died at Roswell on November 14, 1941.
Years later Jones, editor of the Rico Dolores News from 1879
to 1886 and author of the letter to Governor Wallace in which
Stockton and Eskridge offered to surrender, looked back over the
days of his youth:
I had been trying to help men who were in the main most unworthy. In extenuation I can plead my youth and that life out there
at that state was in the raw. While I was never a riding member of
the band, I was supporting it in every way for the rea~ons . . . that
I believed them seriously imposed upon and wholly right in fighting for property rights. But it drew me into a vortex where I was
perilously near ruin'.54

Perhaps no better summary can be made.
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EL PASO - CIUDAD JUAREZ

A FOCUS OF INTER-AMERICAN CULTURE
JAMES LAWRENCE MC CONVILLE

IN

MOST DISCUSSION of inter-American relations, the usual topics are: I) relations between the governments of the United
States and other American countries at the diplomatic level; 2) relations of United States investors with the Latin American elite;
and 3) cross-relationships among these groups. Indeed, until recently these have been the major areas of inter-American cultural
contact, but the traditional pattern is now undergoing a substantial change. For the first time there is a massive, "grass-roots"
interchange in which the lives of millions of people are intimately
involved. The focus seems to be shifting from the diplomats to
the masses, from treaties, investments, interventions, and state
visits to ordinary daily intercourse. In the future important decisions affecting the hemisphere will not be made by diplomats
and policy makers alone, but by men who have had the unique
experience of living with two often contrasting cultures~
For geographical reasons, the chief contacts between North
Americans and Latin Americans have been in the Southern
United States, Northern Mexico, and the Greater Antilles. The
boundary between Mexico and the United States has always been
particularly susceptible to cultural diffusion, because the line is
essentially artificial. Northern Mexico and the Southwestern
United States share a common geography, with similar climatic
conditions and natural resources.
In 1964 more than four million persons were living within a
few miles of the international boundary; sixty-four per cent on
the United States side, thirty-six per cent on the Mexican side.
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Since World War II the population explosion along the frontier
has been spectacular in both countries. There are more than
28,000,000 inhabitants within a zone four hundred miles wide
on each side of the border.
One especially prominent zone is the Meseta C~ntral, stretching from Albuquerque on the north to Mexico City on the south.
Unless we ,count San Diego, California, as a border town, EI
Paso-Ciudad Juarez is now the largest center of population. The
growth of this area since 1950 is shown by the following table:!
YEAR

ELPASO

CIUDAD
JUAREZ

1950
1960
1964
1970

130,485
276,687
380,000
585,000

122,600
261,683
370,000
610,000

METROPOLITAN
AREA
253,085
538,370
750,000
1,195,000

One of the difficulties in attempting to study inter-American
cultural influences is the widely-held and unfavorable stereotype
of border cities. Ciudad Juarez, for example, evokes an image of
squalor and depravity in the minds of many Americans. Some
commentators claim that no city in the world can match it for
corruption and immorality. El Paso has received similar abuse,
being called "a dirty border town" or the "North Juarez Slums."
This attitude has become so ingrained that any serious study of
the problem is met with raised eyebrows or ridicule.
The stereotypes are grotesque distortions of Ciudad Juarez and
EI Paso. Nor can we accept the slightly more sophisticated generalization that, since the two cities are atypical and unrepresentative of their countries, their inhabitants are a collection of Mexican-American mongrels unworthy of study.
Sociologists might be expected to be more objective about the
two cities than historians. Here, the sociologist may say, is a zone
of cultural contact, and cultural diffusion between the two countries can consequently be expected. If the confrontation of opposing civilizations resul,ts in the partial disintegration of the values
and norms of these border inhabitants, what does this suggest
about future inter-American relations? If Juarenses are not Mexi-
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cans, and El Pasoans are not Ainericans, what are they? It is
tempting to predict that the time may come when the two cities
may share more characteristics with each other than they do with
their parent countries. If so, how will compromises of the subtle
but important difference between Anglo-American and HispanicAmerican civilizations be made? An investigation of the culture
of the £1 Paso-Ciudad Juarez area may shed some light on these
questions.
ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE

OF CIUDAD JUAREZ AND EL PASO

THE FAMILIAR MISCONCEPTION of Juarez as a "tawdry community
living off tourist trade and vice" 2 is hard to dispel because it is true
that its industry is poorly developed, and tourism is undoubtedly
the greatest single source of income. So popular is this border city
that many people claSSify it as a resort. This rise. to "resort" status
is reflected in many other ways, and will be discussed later. Here
it is sufficient to observe that many night clubs, motels and hotels,
and restaurants with appeal for the tourist interested in, and able
to spend large amounts for, entertainment have been built within
the last five years.
In addition to stocking every conceivable item of Mexican
handicrafts, Juarez merchants have also answered the demand of
residents of the Upper Rio Grande Valley for traditional Spanish
furniture, ornately carved doors, and numerous other items that
are in harmony with Spanish, Mexican, and Spanish-Pu~blo
architecture and interior decor. Most df these items are handm~de
and the prices high, but active buying on the part of regional consumers interested in typically Mexican decorative schemes has
created a sizeable demand for these items.
El Paso businessmen count on the Juarenses to patronize their
retail stores, and also employ many Mexican nationals. In addition to the large number of Juarenses employed inEI Paso industries, virtually all of the domestic help employed in El Paso homes
is drawn from Spanish-speaking residents from both sides of the
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border. Consequently there is a constant Bow of people across
the various international bridges.
Apart from sales to tourists in Juarez, virtually allEl Pasoans
•who speak Spanish, as well as many of the English-speaking residents, regularly do a considerable part of their shopping in the
Mexican city. EI Pasoans and southern New Mexicans often do
their Christmas shopping in Juarez. Besides the city's historic role
as the .logical place to buy alcoholic beverages, residents of nearby
areas as Las Cruces, New Mexico, regularly look to Juarez for
bulk Mexican sugar, flour, grains, coffee, and other food staples.
The two cities have historically served as an economic focus
for their vast but sparsely-inhabited hinterlands. The existence of
adequate railway facilities makes Juarez an outlet for Mexican
lumber, ore, and cattle. Cattle raising and mining also gave rise
to the need for packing plants and smelters. The most important
industries in the city are meat packing, cottonseed oil refining,
brick and tile manufacturing, distilling and brewing, textile weaving, and home building. 3 The recent tapping of underground
water and the utilization of water from joint irrigation projects
along the Rio Grande now supports the cultivation of cotton ,and
other crops in the previously unproductive Valle de Juarez. 4
The number of persons employed in industry is relatively small,
however, in proportion to the total population. Related industries
were attracted north of the river by American capital. El Paso's
industrial expansion has also been facilitated by its proximity to
the large cheap labor force in Juarez:
... £1 Paso had become economically dominant, as a wholesale
center, over an area which extended far into Mexico; it also had
developed ore and oil refinement, cement, meat packing, clothing,
and other industries. The demand for cheap labor became so great
that ten to fifteen percent of the labor force of C. Juarez was regularly employed in £1 Paso. 5

State and federal agencies are important factors in the economic
life of both cities. U.S. military installations such as Fort Bliss
and nearby White Sands contribute directly and indirectly to the
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economic welfare of the entire region. 6 The economic interdependence of the two cities is susceptible to statistical research, and
perhaps any definite conclusions about the degree and kind of
interdependence should await a comprehensive study of this na~
ture. Generally speaking, however, Mexicans spend considerably
less in money in our border towns than we spend in Mexican
border towns. This may be misleading because of the large amount
of money spent by non-border United States tourists, but it is
clear that Juarez' large population could not be sustained without
the economic influence of El Paso. Based on past performance,
the economy of the Juarez area will probably continue to grow
along with that of neighboring parts of the United States,assuming, of course, that no additional economic barriers are imposed
and that the political climate of the two nations does not alter
appreciably. 7
'
INTER-CITY CO-OPERATION

which have prompted inter-city co-operation
between Ciudad Juarez and El Paso, perhaps those problems
raised by the physical environment have been the most prominent. The best-known regional problem of the United States
Southwest and Northern Mexico concerns the lower Colorado
and the lower Rio Grande Rivers. Both have, at one time or
another, been major areas of friction and of co~peration. The
Valle de Juarez has not been the scene of heated controversies
like the Colorado Delta, however, because definitive binational
treaties were made in 1906 and 1944. Nonetheless both communities face the same water problems experienced throughout the
Meseta Central and the American Southwest.
The twin cities have conducted a joint mosquito-control program for many years, and in April 1964, they embarked upon a
joint rabies-eradication program with a concerted effort to destroy
rabid dogs and innoculate others. The plan spread to Chihuahua
and to those parts of New Mexico and Texas where the problem
was also serious enough to require a co-operative effoit.
OF MANY FACTORS
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The most publicized example of international and inter-city
co-operation involved the settlement of the Chamizal dispute. It
calls for canalization to prevent future meandering of the Rio
Grande and the transfer of a large section of South El Paso to
Juarez in return for the northern portion of Cordova Island, a
Mexican enclave in East El Paso. The inconvenience in relocating American families in the zone has been offset by the prestige
the United States gained in the eyes of Mexico-and particularly
in the eyes of the Juarenses. Juarez intends to prevent this area
from becoming a slum. It will contain attractive examples of contemporary Mexican architecture prov~ded by a co-operative building program with the Programa Nacional Fronterizo.
Abrasive issues between the two cities are increasingly being
solved by inter-city co-operation. A problem arose recently when
El Paso citizens complained about the sale of liquor to El Paso
minors in Juarez cantinas. In an unprecedented move, Juarez
officials declared that any bar caught selling liquor to minors
would be immediately closed. A "police check system" was established to carry out the order. Much to the surprise of £1 Pasoans,
three bars were permanently closed the following day. This example was sufficient warning to other operators, and since then
El Paso minors have found that they are no longer welcome in
Juarez' bars. 8
Formal recognition of community interdependence is manifested by regular joint meetings held by the Chambers of Commerce, service clubs, and fraternal, governmental, and many other
organizations of the two cities. Moreover, a majority of the residents of El Paso are Spanish-speaking and many of them have
family and other ties across the border. 9
REFORM IN CIUDAD JUAREZ

No DISCUSSION of recent relations between the two cities would
be complete without taking into account the changes that have
taken place in Juarez during the last three years. This is reRected
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in the comments of visitors who knew the city in earlier years
and have recently returned to find that a large part of the sordidness and squalor seems to have disappeared.
Municipal reform is the result of a determined effort on the
part of local groups and authorities with assistance from the Mexican national government. Motivation for reform may be longpent-up civic shame, or merely righteous indignation over slurs
and abusive language heaped upon the city by El Pasoans and
offended tourists. By no means was this criticism limited to U.S.
citizens. Mexico City residents have also .long regarded conditions
in Juarez as a national scandal that should be remedied.
The success of recent reforms is reflected in the following commentary in a recent issue of a· fine arts periodical printed in Mexico City:
Bulwark of the Reform and ... cradle of the Mexican Revolution, in these days it [Juarez] is changing its appearance by the creation of new urban areas and by the construction of magnificent
buildings. . . . Juarez, one of our principal frontier gateways, now
presents to the foreigner an image of a city in evolutionary ascendancy, with great yearnings for excellence and dignity. . . .10

Reform in Juarez has only started and perhaps such a description
is· somewhat euphemistic and premature. Yet substantial· changes
have begun to alter the image that once evoked international censure and ridicule.
The local Chamber of Commerce, the Union Civica, and other
civic groups have pressed for a cleaning-up of the city's main
thoroughfares. A few years ago, Avenida Juarez, the main entrance into the city from ElPaso, was cluttered with small stands
selling novelties to tourists. The street was filled with refuse and
dirt; scores of taxis lined the streets eagerly seeking customers for
the city's brothels, and aggressive shopkeepers accosted passing
tourists. Street stands were recently confiscated in cases where
their owners refused to co-operate with civic authorities, and taxis
relegated to back streets and alleys. Avenida 16 de Septiembre,
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the main commercial artery of the city, has been improved by the
demolition of many Porfirian structures and by the construction
of new ones on lines reminiscent of modern Mexico City.l1
Visitors now remark about the clean, neat appearance of the
city as compared to the past. The number of bedraggled children
and beggars seems to have declined drastically, but this is perhaps due more to police threats than to improvement of their
socio-economic status. Eastern and suburban Juarez now boasts
a fast-growing, modern residential section, where most of the
city's business, profeSSional and governmental workers live. The
city will also benefit from a twenty million peso appropriation for
street paving made in early 1964.12
One important spur to civic improvement in the Mexican city
has been the Programa Nacional Fronterizo. This program, a project of former President Adolfo LOpez Mateos, was instituted to
create a string of Beat, clean showcases of Mexican culture all
along the border from Tijuana to Matamoros. Ciudad Juarez was
the primary target for reform, and plans toward this end were announced in 1961. The Avenida de las Americas, at the easternmost of the two bridges between the cities, has benefitted substantially from the federal government's program. Located here
today is the Museum of History ·and Art. It contains copies of
artifacts from Mexico's archaeological heritage, examples of painting and architecture from all periods of Mexican history, and
displays of regional products, handicrafts, and recent industrial
growth. Near the museum is a new auditoriuII?- intended to provide both Juarenses and tourists with dramatic productions, orchestral performances, and folkloric productions from all Mexico.
From Sep~ember 15 to October 13, 1964, the federal government
sponsored its Eighth Feria del Hogar in Juarez. This large display
of national art, handicrafts, housewares, and new developments
in technology attracted attention from both sides of the border.
Not all of the changes in the city have been the result of city
and federal governmental action. Juarez now supports a symphony
orchestra, the Orquesta Sinf6nica del Noroeste. A recent performance included works by Rossini, Mozart, Verdi, Puccini,
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Mascagni, and others. Reviews have been very favorable on both
sides of the border. The Orquesta now participates with similar
groups in El Paso and Las Cruces, New Mexico, in a community
concert program. Residents may purchase tickets valid for performances in all three cities. I3 Juarez was recently made the seat
of a bishopric. Dr. Manuel Talamas Camandari, the newly-appointed bishop, plans reforms in the religious life of the city, such
as the construction of a seminary-a project already in progress. 14
Many citizens of El Paso view these changes as a mixed blessing. Reform in the Mexican city is laudable, they say, but they
add that many of the city's undesirable elements have now found
it more profitable to move to El Paso.
THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
ON THE RIO GRANDE METROPOLIS

O~E OF THE MOST difficult cultural aspects to assess is the importance of the spread of technological progress in both cities.
This subject has already been mentioned in the discussion of the
economic interdependence of the two communities. The question
here is the extent to which modem transportation methods, scientific manufacturing techniques, and the products of technology
have changed the lives and values of the inhabitants. This may
be the most important consideration in determining the nature
of the sub-eulture which exists at this border center.
In this instance the international boundary between the two
communities is not very significant. It is more important to recognize that all of the people in the area, except for approximately
100,000 El Pasoans, are of Mexican descent. They represent the
original 'sub-culture, while the English-speaking dwellers of El
Paso, most of whom arrived with the establishment of defense
installations and industry, can be considered to be bearers of the
''Technological Civilization" of the United States. The Spanishspeaking majority of El Paso-Ciudad Juarez has been more exposed to technological advances than any other Spanish-speaking
group in Mexico. Many are employed in industry and have access to a wide selection of new products. Given the low standard
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of living of most of the Spanish-speaking people in the area,many
are unable to purchase more than a few of these products. What
may be more significant, however, is the attitude of these people
to technology and technological change.
The real influence of North American te~hnology is hard to
assess because of the set of values peculiar to the people of Northern Mexico before the arrival of Anglo-Americans. Northern l\1ex~
ico is peopled by true heirs of the Bourbon Renaissance. With
regional stress on utility, knowledge, industry, and science, the
North has slight historical memory of the Hapsburg colonial
period or its knotty problems. As a cattle, mining, and missionary
frontier, its traditions are of a different order, in kind and degree,
from those of central and southern Mexico. 15
In view of their historical tradition and constant exposure to
the standard of living found in the United States, it is probable
that the Spanish-speaking people of this region will be among the
first to adopt the material culture of North American technology.
If this is true of Juarez, what does it imply about the future of
Mexican civilization? With its large rate of population increase,
the metropolitan area should exert greater influence on the Mexican economy, and could conceivably influence the values of other
Mexicans. Even considering Mexico as a whole it is apparent that
the North American way of life is rapidly replacing some European norms which once prevailed. Practicality, money, machines,
and speed are the things which today provoke the greatest enthusiasm in mimy modern men. 16
'
.
Nevertheless it would be premature to predict that Mexico will
be smothered by North American culture. Novelists and social
critics writing since the Revolution reflect the concern Mexicans
feel on this topic. Perhaps the historical background of Northern
Mexicans explains why they are' particularly willing to accept
certain aspects of American culture. By the same token many
border-dwelling Americans seem to evince just as great an interest in ma"h y facets of Mexican culture. One of the major
reasons for immigration to New Mexico from other parts of the
United States is that the state offers a haven for thousands who
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have a definite distaste for the way of life prevailing in the rest
of the country.
EL PASO· CIUDAD JUAREZ AS A REGIONAL CENTER

THE ECONOMIC INFLUENCE of Juarez and El Paso over New
Mexico, West Texas, and Chihuahua is of long standing. Today
the cities are the hub of a transportation wheel where seventeen
railways and roadways converge to link_the cities with their remote hinterlands.
Mention has already been made of the attraction the border
cities have for residents of the Upper Rio Grande Valley in New
Mexico. The cities also serve as a magnet for citizens of the city
of Chihuahua and the smaller cities in the Conchos agricultural
area to the south. Recent reforms in Juarez have helped make it
the single most popular resort for Chihuahuan socialites. El Heraldo, Chihuahua's chief newspaper, carries advertisements for
Aeronaves de Mexico describing the "Attractions and excitement
of the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Ciudad Juarez," accompanied
by a sketch showing an attractive, well-dressed woman strolling
down a broad avenue lined with large, exclusive-looking department stores! Ten years ago such an advertisement would have
evoked great hilarity on th~ part of the inhabitants of the state
'
capital. 17
The city of Chihuahua has played an interesting role in this
frontier region. Although it has only 200,000 inhabitants, Chihuahua resembles a city many times larger. Since Juarez has
traditionally acted as a drain for the sordid elements of Chihuahua,
the capital city has been spared the bad reputation and civic problems of the larger frontier city.
The capital has long been under the influence of American
material culture, and to a substantial degree has shared in its
prosperity. The following list of establishments in the city in
1964 is a reflection of American influence and of its prosperity:
6 dealers in air conditioners; 4 dealers in neon signs; 6 dealers in
electric appliances; 15 automobile dealers; 3 airlines; 17 banks
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and savings and loan institutions ~ith 26 branches; 42 drug stores
and pharmacies; 12 bus companies; 2 railroads; 42 hotels, motels;
3 large book stores. IS
The economic prosperity of the city has a unique background.
In addition to being a traditional market for goods distributed
from El Paso, Chihuahua was an inviting area for United States
investors. It now supports ljllany large industries, such as Celulosa
de Chihuahua, Cementos de Chihuahua, Viscosa de Chihuahua,
Cervecerfa Cruz Blanca; and such important extractive industries
as Canamex de Chihuahua, S. A; Compania Minera Guazapores, S. A, de C. v.; Compania Minera de Peralta, S. A de C.
V.; Manganeso, S. A; Minerales de Chihuahua, S. A; Compania Minera Asarco, S. A; and Compania Minera Venturosa:
Much of the ore produced by these companies is refined in El
Paso~19

So prosperous has Chihuahua become in recent years that a
small but important group of its businessmen now provides an important source of capital for investment in Juarez' enterprises. In
1957 this group established the Banco Provincial del Norte, S.
A, for the specific purpose of improving the economy of the state.
They established branch banks in remote areas previously without banking services. In December, 1958, this group established
the Financiera Provincial del Norte in Juarez, capitalized at
95,000,000.00 pesos, as a savings and loan institution. Its main
function is to make loans available to owners of small businesses
in Juarez. 20
In addition to the many millions who cross the border as tourists for several hours, many people living in the Rio Grande Valley from Las Cruces to Santa Fe frequently vacation in Juarez
and Chihuahua. Chihuahua became a center of particular interest with opening of the Ferrocarriles Chihuahua al Pacifico,
offering tourists from this region a quick, inexpensive and spectacular route to the Pacific coast. Expeditions visiting this area
and the Barranca de Cobre en route have become increasingly
popular, particularly among Albuquerque residents.
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A very important link in fostering regional ties is radio station
XELO, broadcasting from Juarez. Unrestricted by U. S. communications limitations, this I 5o,ooo-watt station, considered one
of the best in Mexico, has many faithful listeners among more
than two million Spanish-speaking people in New Mexico, Chihuahua, West Texas, and parts of Arizona, Sonora, and Coahuila.
The station has become more and more bicultural, with frequent
English broadcasts and American music interspersed with popular Mexican tunes and traditional Latin American music. Its
news coverage is also binational. It attempts to attract listeners
from both sides of the border and prides itself on the cosmopolitan
role it plays. It has also participated in the Juarez reform movement by reminding listeners that it is now the fourth largest city
of the republic, and by publicizing civic improvements. Many
Spanish-speaking residents of Southern New Mexico listen to
this station almost exclusively.
.
It is difficult to assess the importance of the cultural contacts
between the inhabitants of this region, but it is clear that these
contacts are increasing and that there is little ill will among the
vast majority of the border-dwellers of the region which centers
on El Paso-Juarez. The rationale behind old' prejudices is breaking down with the movement toward economic and cultural
synthesis.
CONCLUSION

IT WOULD APPEAR that a common history and common interests
have tended to break down social differences based on nationalistic sentiments in the El Paso-Juarez area. This may indicate a
trend all along the I6oo-mile frontier, although the cities in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley and along the Baja California-California boundary have not yet reached this degree of cultural integration. Tijuana, for example, resents the federal government's
reform overtures and insists that it wants to retain its present
image.
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There may be a pattern forming as a result of this cultural
contact. The U. S. is supplying the capital, technological knowhow, and products that make Northern Mexico resemble the
United States more and more. At the same time, Mexico contributes to the population of the American Southwest to such an
extent that Spanish is probably the chief language in San Antonio, Texas. Over two million Texans are of Mexican descent.
The international boundary is indeed a "permeable membrane."
The traditional description of border towns as "mongrel" towns,
neither Mexican nor American, perhaps takes on more significance when applied to the 28,000,000 who live near the frontier.
The cultural experiences of the people of this region have been,
and will continue to be, quite different from those of the people
of either of the parent countries.
It would be interesting to determine what specific compromises
or accommodations have been made between Northern and Southern European values (as modified by indigenous cultures and
New World experiences) in the minds of individuals in the
border region. The Mexican government is quite cognizant of
this situation along the frontier. The main goals of the Programa
Nacional Fronterizo are to make Spanish-speaking people on both
sides of the border aware of their cultural heritage, and to bring
them to look to Mexico City as their cultural and spiritual center.
It is unlikely, however, that the pride of the Juarenses will make
them enemies of the influence of the United States.
\ If the values held by the people in this region are a mixture of
those. of the two national cultures, perhaps the success of their
mixture has meaning for the future of the two countries and the
civilizations they represent. The Frontera does not yet have any
philosophers or poets who might express the spirit of sucp a cultural merger. But considering the growth of the area, the region
will inevitably playa more important role as the place where cultures clash-and hopefully-will be reconciled.
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MIGUEL JORRIN
MEMORIAL MINUTE ADOPTED
BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO FACULTY
MAY

18, 1965

PROFESSOR MIGUEL JORRIN died of a heart attack on May 7,
1965, just short of his 63d birthday. To that day he had been
teaching his classes in political theory and governments of LatinAmerica, and administering the Division of Foreign Studies of
which he was director.
Miguel Jordn was born in Cuba and educated at the University of Havana, where he was awarded the degrees of Doctor of
Public Law in 1924 and Doctor of Civil Law in 1925. His interests and studies were already broad and interdisciplinary, for
he received university honors in philosophy, legal anthropology,
political economy, municipal government, finance, and public
international law. Here at UNM he taught courses in Spanish
and Latin-American literature and Ibero-American civilization, as
well as Latin-American politics, political theory, and international
relations.
From 1925 to 1942 he practiced law in Havana, becoming a
member of the Board of Governors of the Havana Bar Association.
He was active among those seeking to free Cuba from the Machado dictatorship.
He went to Williams College in 1942 as a visiting lecturer in
political science, and in 1944 he joined the faculty of the University of New Mexico. He became a naturalized citizen of the
United States in 1949.
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Among his publications were Governments of Latin America
(1953), a considerable number of articles in Cuban journals including notable contributions on the philosophy of Jose MartI,
the Cuban liberal patriot, and regular contributions for the New
International Yearbook on the governments of Spain, Portugal,
and the twenty Latin-American Republics. At the time of his
death he was working on a new book on Latin-American political
thought.
Professor Jorrin was a lifelong exponent of liberal democracy
and of friendly relations between the United States and its LatinAmerican neighbors, based on mutual respect, non-intervention,
and international law. He had the courage to be outspoken and
also the strength to maintain the objectivity ·of the true scholar.
These qualities were evident in his refusal to join the chorus of
partisan denunciation of the Cuban revolution and his interest in
research on the increasingly important force of the non-Communist extreme left in Latin-American politics.
But Miguel Jorrin's greatest contribution was as a teacher who
was interested in his students and inspired their, respect and affection. It has been very evident since his death how deeply they
feel their loss. As director of the Division of Foreign Studies since
'1959 and of its predecessor, the School of Inter-American Affairs,
since 1948, he contributed in a unique ~ay to the development
of Latin-American studies at this University, and attracted many
able Latin-Arperican students to the campus.
His colleagues on the faculty of the University of New Mexico
record their deep sorrow at his passing.
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THE WESTERN HERO IN HISTORY AND LEGEND. By Kent Ladd Steckmesser. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965. Pp. xiii, 281. $5.95.
MR. STECKMESSER'S ,excellent study of four Western heroes is one more
title in the growing library of Western history that comes from the University of Oklahoma Press. I applaud a colophon that announces the book
has been printed "on paper designed for an effective life of at least three
hundred years," and I wish other university presses would follow the example of the University of Oklahoma Press in this regard. Recent reports
from a committee of the American Association of Research Libraries about
the impermanence of the paper on which even scholarly books are now
published, and about the difficulty of preserving these books make the
colophon all the more heartening.
This study has four panels, devoted in turn to Kit Carson, Billy the Kid;
Wild Bill Hickok, and General George Armstrong Custer, men whom Mr.
Steckmesser has selected as both typical Western men and the occasions
of the legend-making process he is interested to analyze. In each case he
begins with a sober factual account of the subject's actual life, something
far less glamorous and heroic than legend. He then patiently traces the
development of the epic figure who replaces the actual man, employing
for his analysis everything from pamphlet and newspaper material to
dime novels and journalistic biographies. He also pays attention to various
theatrical versions of these careers, whether on the stage, in moving pictures, or on television.
The four central sections of his book are preceded by a general chapter
demonstrating that the growth of the Daniel Boone legend is symptomatic of what is to corne; and 'are followed by a chapter of philosophic
analysis and an "Epilogue." The epilogue mainly concerns the later versions of the legends. The chapter preceding it is devoted to the proposition
that the Western hero passes from actuality into epic proportions because
he incarnates the "courage, self-reliance, and physical prowess" Americans.
have always admired. These legendary characters have "served good
causes," are "servants of justice and truth, defenders of the meek and the
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oppressed," "actors in the great allegory of Good versus Evil." In the later
nineteenth century writers clean up the language imputed to the hero so
that it becomes suitable for parlor and classroom consumption and more
than hint at providential guidance of the hero as he outwits wild animals,
defeats a tribe of Indians by some clever ruse, and performs feats of physical skill beyond those of Porthos in the Musketeer romances of Dumas.
I am not inclined to dispute Mr. Steckmesser's belief that a Manichaean
universe ("the great allegory of Good versus Evil") has attracted Americans, but I suggest that, ethics aside, the cleverness of the Western hero
has equally appealed. We have liked "smartness" from the days of the
fabulous wooden nutmegs of Connecticut, and our delight in seeing the
Western hero outwit his enemies is the same delight we find in mystery
stories.
Mr. Steckmesser says that the epification of the Western hero is largely
the work of Eastern writers, and this is true. On the other hand, the West
has gladly adopted the myth; and it would be difficult to say that the West
is less enthusiastic about the Western hero than is the effete East. Indeed,
Mr. Steckmesser himself cites an editorial from the Los Angeles Times
in 1960 complaining about the kind of historical investigation into these
biographies that turns up truth. Romantic myth is, shall we gently remark, of great commercial value to the tourist trade and to those who cater
to the tourist trade.
Mr. Steckmesser has done what he has done so well that I hope he will
continue. He does not have time, for example, to explore the life of the
Western myth in American iconography, whether this concern the painters and etchers who made a specialty of Western characters, the railroad
prospectuses and bank calendars, or the present comic strip, in which the
Western hero is at one and the same time jeered at and admired. He mentions in passing the uses of song in maintaining the mythology; and here
too, given the vogue of folk-song, is an interesting area to be explored.
And though he remarks that the Western hero is in large part the creation
of Eastern writers, I suggest it might be interesting to inquire why some
of the great traditional historians like McMaster, Channing, Rhodes, and
others have left these personages 'for local exploitation, remaining content,
as it were, with a smile to indicate that neither Daniel Boone nor Kit
Carson was quite the Homeric figure that legend fosters. They do not
treat Cotton Mather, or Tom Paine, or the Little Giant, or U. S. Grant
in quite this off-hand fashion.
HOWARD MUMFORD JONES
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THE AMERICAN ENLIGHTENMENT: THE SHAPING OF THE AMERICAN
EXPERIMENT AND A' FREE SOCIETY. Selected and edited with introduction and notes by Adrienne Koch. The American Epochs Series. New
York: George Braziller, 1965. Pp. 669. Notes. $8.50.
THIS IS THE LAST to be published and the second in chronological order
of Braziller's six-volume American Epochs Series, under the general editorship of Frank Freidel. The series is "devoted to pivotal periods in American history as revealed in the thoughts and actions of the men and women
who participated in the shaping of those periods." Apparently all of American history falls into one "pivotal period" or another, since among them
the entire past of the country is comprehended. It is a useful series in that
it'makes available a wealth of original material as well as some exc~llent
introductory essays by the six editors.
Professor Koch delineates the American Enlightenment by presenting
selections from the writings of five brilliant thinkers of the golden age of
American statesmanship: Franklin, Adams, Jefferson, Madison, and Hamilton. The book is useful not only for the most familiar and valuable
public papers and private letters of these five giants presented in convenient form, but also for the inclusion ofa number of less well known and
enlightening writings. This, is particularly true in the case of Hamilton
and Madison. This reviewer felt warmer toward Hamilton after reading
the book than he ever has before.
For a presentation of interesting and revealing writings of the five
statesmen this book is superb. It is hard to find any fault with Professor
Koch's selection of the writings she has included and her exclusion of
others. Moreover, the introductory essay has merit. She defends the idea
that there was indeed an American, Enlightenment against various expressed and anticipated charges that there was no such thing.
But was her selection, of Franklin, Adams, Jefferson, Madison, and
Hamilton best in the light of her title and sub-title? Would Thomas Paine
have been more worthy of inclusion than Hamilton if she felt she must
limit herself to five?
And why should ~he have'limited herself to five? In another book in
The Epochs Series th~re are, ~elections from twenty-four men and women.
Granting that that period, the colonial, does not lend itself so well to the
selection of a few towering molders of thought as does that of the Revolution and the Young Republic, it still seems that such an exclusive selecton was unwise. Professor Koch uses asa working definition of the European Enlightenment "that movem~nt of thought in the eighteenth century
when learned men in all of Europe sought to assimilate, popularize, ex-
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tend, and apply the scientific and philosophic heritage of the 'new science'
of the seventeenth century." Then by revealing the American Enlightenment through the writings of five men of whom three are· important only
for their ideas of and contributions to government, she implies that it was
almost exclusively political.
It is true that it was in man's relationship to the state that the Americans of the first generation of the Republic made the greatest impression
on western culture. But the spirit of the Enlightenment was expressed as
well in science, in letters, in religion, and philosophy. Professor Koch's
book would have been truer to its title if she had included selections from
Benjamin Rush, Alexander Garden, Philip Freneau, Ezra Stiles, and
Thomas Paine, to name a few.
Still, we welcome this last in the valuable American Epochs series; and
we are particularly fortunate to have the thoughtful introductory essay
by a scholar of Professor Koch's stature.
WILLIAM M. DABNEY

PETER HURD

BOLTON AND THE SPANISH BORDERLANDS. Edited by John Francis Bannon.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. Pp. xi, 346. Bibliog.,
index, maps. $5.95.
To FORM THE BODY of this book Father Bannon of St. Louis University
has selected seventeen "studies and pieces which he considers both indicative and typical of the much more extensive work" accomplished by
Herbert Eugene Bolton in the history of those parts of North America to
which he gave the name Spanish Borderlands. The editor supplies a
general introduction, brief presentations of the individual items, and a
bibliography of Bolton's publications arranged by year of appearance.
. Bannon's point is that Bolton "was first and foremost the historian of
the Borderlands." He notes, however, an "unfortunate and very real pos-
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sibility" that the recurring controversy over "the so-called and misnamed
'Bolton thesis,''' popularly assumed to avow a "common history" for the
Americas, may obscure his subject's "correct place in the history of American historical writing." Bannon's volume is intended to help place Bolton
in his proper niche-with an appropriate offering of incense.
Two of the selections have not previously appeared in print. They are
the memorandum in which Bolton in 1911 outlined to Benjamin Ide
Wheeler, President of the University of California, the "Need for the
Publication of a Comprehensive Body of Documents Relating to the
History of Spanish Activity within the Present Limits of the United
States," and the plan for a seminar given in Mexico City in the summer
of 1946 which appears under the title "The Northward Movement in
New Spain."
The editor groups the pieces into six sections. The first, called "The
Borderlands in American History," consists of the memorandum to
Wheeler a~d the essay on "Defensive Spanish Expansion and the Significance of the Borderlands." Section Two, "Approaches to the Borderlands," includes the outline for the Mexico City seminar; "Coronado in
Perspective," an excerpt from Coronado, Knight of Pueblos, and Plains;
"Preliminaries to 'The Spanish Occupation off Texas, 15ISTI690,'" reprinted from The Southwestern Historical Quarterly; and "The West
Coast Corridor," taken from the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Section Three, entitled "Defensive Character of the Borderlands," reproduces "Spanish Resistance to the Carolina Traders in Western Georgia, 1680-17°4," from the Georgia Historical Quarterly; "French
Intrusions into New Mexico, 1749-1752," from The Pacific Ocean in
History; and "The Cession of Louisiana and the New Spanish Indian
Policy," from the introduction to Athanase de Mezieres and the LouisianaTexas Frontier, 1768-1780. Section Four, labelled "The Southwest, a Mission Borderland," contains the essay on "The Mission as a Frontier Institution in the Spanish American Colonies;" "Kino in Pimerla Alta," taken
from the introduction to Kino;s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta; and
"The Black Robes of New Spain." Section Five, headed "The Last Borderland: California," is made up of "The Early Explorations of Father Garces on the Pacific Slope," from The Pacific Ocean in History; "Fray Juan
Crespi with the Portola Expedition," excerpted from the introduction to
Fray Juan Crespi, Missionary Explorer on the Pacific Coast, 1769-1774;
"Juan Bautista de Anza, Borderlands Frontiersman," from the introduction
to Anza's California Expeditions; and "Escalante Strikes for California,"
a retitled reprinting of "Escalante Way-An Opportunity for the National
Park Service," which appeared in the American Planning and Civic An-
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nual: 1939. The last section, titled "The 'Other' Bolton," reprints "The
Epic of Greater America" for purposes of contrast with the Borderlands
material.
The need to exemplify both the sweep of Bolton's understanding and
the factual and interpretive results of his topically more circumscribed
research within a single volume appears to have presented the editor with
his most difficult organizational problems. General characteristics and
local developments are sometimes placed in relationships for which there
is no discernible functional justification. It seems incongruous, for example,
that the interpretive essay on "Defensive Spanish Expansion . . ," should
appear elsewhere than in the section entitled "Defensive Nature of the
Borderlands," Nor is it apparent what special circumstances warrant the
unique characterization of the Southwest as "a Mission Borderland," or
the assignment to that section of the general essay on "The Mission as
a Frontier Institution. . . ,"
Because of the familiarity of much of its content, the book derives its
interest principally from the new and larger selection it affords of Bolton's
expository and interpretative writings (including all those previously collected under the title Wider Horizons of American History), and the
clarity with which it illustrates the scope of his vision, and the variety,
quantity, and quality of his pioneering research and editing. As bonuses,
Bannon offers some cogent and timely comments on the "common history" theme, and an interesting placement of "The Epic of Greater
America" as a "conclusion" to this volume rather than as a "hypothesis"
as it is stated in the opening essay in Wider Horizons. Finally, the volume
provides a representative body of the evidence provided by Bolton upon
which he based his assertion that the European frontier in North America,
even if limited to that area which subsequently became the United States,
was not exclusively the work of Anglo-Americans, nor was the direction
of its movement invariably westward.
WILLIAM

J. GRIFFITH
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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL ALBERT JENNINGS FOUNTAIN. By A.
M. Gibson. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965. Pp. vi, 301.
Illus., map, bibliog., index. $5.95.
OCCASIONALLY IT BECOMES the pleasure of a reviewer to examine a book
so enthralling he is co~pelled to read it at one sitting with no immediate
realization of a single flaw. Such a book is The Life and Death of Colonel
Albert Jennings Fountain. Professor Gibson is to be commended for placing before the reading public, in addition to an excellent biography, a
challenging analysis of one of the leading officially unsolved murders in
the history of New Mexico. Perhaps he should be even more lauded for
his courage in presenting details that persons who knew the full story,
or thought they did, said would never be put in print.
Little is known of Fountain's life until 1861 when he enlisted in Company "E" of the First California Infantry Volunteers at Sacramento. He
came to New Mexico with the California Volunteers in 1862 as an enlisted man. His ability was recognized and he rose rapidly in rank. He
served at Fort Craig and at Fort McRae and soon established himself as
an Indian guide and scout. This included duty patroling the Jornada del
Muerto rounding up Indians who had strayed from Bosque Redondo at
Fort Sumner. He participated in numerous fights with the Apache and
won an enviable reputation as an Indian fighter.
Soon after his arrival in New Mexico, he married sixteen-year-old
Mariana Perez of Mesilla. After his army service he moved, with his wife
and growing family, to El Paso. There he became prominent in Republican politics and served as president of the Texas senate. After meeting
with political misfortune in Texas, he returned to Mesilla and bent his
considerable energy to strengthening the Republican party in southern
New Mexico. He practiced law (he had studied under N. Greene. Curtis
of Sacramento) and established the Mesilla Valley Independent, a newspaper that he used to expound his own political philosophy: When called
upon, he served as officer in command of the Mesilla Scouts and distinguished himself in campaigns against Indians and outlaws.
For twelve years he was a special United States district attorney, and
prosecuted cattle theft and 'land fraud cases. On the eve of his death
he was prominent in a Lincoln County grand jury investigation into cattle rustling, during which he had secured indictments against a number
of ranchers. When last seen, on February I, 1896, he was returning to
Las Cruces from Lincoln. With him was his eight-year-old son, Henry.
They vanished, and thus arose the Fountain mystery.
But the author says (p. 282) "To this day some people call it the Fountain mystery. But what is the nature of the mystery? Then, only those
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who supported Fall and, now, only a few persons consider the identity
of the murderers to be a mystery. There is,. however, an element of mystery in the disposition of the bodies of Henry and Colonel Fountain. Even
this can be explained without too much difficulty."
Indeed, much has been explained in effortless style. In controversial
areas, nevertheless, Gibson has at times neglected to acknowledge that
where controversy exists there are at least two sides of the story. Surely,
more of the opposition's viewpoint could, have been presented without
weakening the case for Colonel Fountain. To that end, George Curry's
autobiography should have been at least included in the bibliography,
particularly since Curry is mentioned brieRy in the book. Failure to use
any court records is also regrettable. Newspapers of the period (which
Gibson relied on heavily) were biased, and accounts of trial testimony
in contemporary papers can hardly be accepted as a full substitute for
court records.
This reviewer did not make an exhaustive check of quotations, but a
few original sources were readily available and were compared with their
counterparts in the book. The result was disappointing. The quotation cited
in note 25, p. 272, shows numerous discrepancies: line 2, comma deleted
after trial; line 4, Garrett added without square brackets; line 6, should
read west instead 'of east, and murders (sic) instead of murderers; line II,
should be Van Patten's instead of Van Patton's; line 12, should read Indian's instead of Indian. The original letter is dated May 21, 1899, instead of May 31' as quoted (the trial started on May 25). But most
important, information is missing from the citation which states that Garrett was "following a clue that is now almost a certainty . . . " In the
book this reads "There is new evidence . . . that is now almost a certainty.
. . ." This is significant when we turn to page 275 and find "The cowstealing Mexicans whom Garrett was going to bring in had run off to
Chihuahua." This is probably a deduction by the author (no source is
given). It would be as logical (or more so) to deduce that the "clue" Garrett was following turned out to be a dud and that there were no "cowstealing Mexicans" to bring in.
The reference cited in note 24, p. 272, is a letter copied in the office of
.T. B. Catron before the original was sent to W. B. Childers. Catron was
apparently careful to copy the letter exactly, even including numerous
misspelled words. As quoted, however, the letter is tidied up and spelling
corrected. This is misleading because it gives the impression that the letter was written by a person more capable of good English usage than was
the case. The reference contains the information that P. J. Daily (cited
as T. J. Daily) of Larimore, North Dakota, had information about the
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slaying of Fountain and volunteered to serve asa prosecution witness. It
is significant that the portion quoted does not include the information
that Daily requested transportation and expense money. Now we tum
to page 275 and find the author's deduction that "The key witness from
North Dakota lost his nerve and failed to arrive."
It so happens that T. B. Catron (Catron to Daily, May 25, 1899,
Catron Papers, PC29, 105, vol. 15, p. 951-2) had sent Daily seventy
dollars for transportation to New Mexico. Catron had earlier considered
Daily's request as not excessive and indicated to Childers that Daily might
be on ~he level and it was at least worth sending him money for transportation and expenses. By the time Catron wrote to Daily, though, he
was already somewhat disillusioned and said, "You cannot afford to obtain money in this way and keep it or fail to comply." It is fully as logical
to conclude that this volunteer witness had concocted a scheme to get an
easy seventy dollars as it is to believe that he failed to arrive because he
lost his nerve.
To limit to Tom Catron and W. T. Thornton the New Mexico attorneys who even came close to matching Fountain as a courtroom tactician (p. 138, 156) is an injustice. Catron considered Neill B. Field
without peer in the Territory. John H. Knaebel and Frank W. Springer
could hardly be excluded if one insists on a list of the best.
But these are pardonable defects in a basically splendid book. The
writing is cogent and concise; furthermore, it is eminently readable. The
editing is able, the bibliography well chosen, and the index helpful.
It is not likely that there will be many persons interested in the history
of the Southwest who will not find this volume a welcome addition to
their library:
VICTOR WESTPHALL

FORT UNION AND THE WINNING OF THE SOUTHWEST. By Chris Emmett.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965. Pp. xvi, 436. Maps,
illus., notes, bibliog., appendix and index. $5.95.
MANY A BOOK HAS SUFFERED because the materials that went into it were
scanty, or so widely scattered that the author could not track all of them
down before he began composing. Here is a case where the study seems
to have suffered because there was more material at hand than the author
could compress into a manageable volume. The task of assimilating approximately 53,000 pages of material collected over the years by Pennsylvania businessman James W. Arrott, and now housed in the Rodgers
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Library at Highlands University (Las Vegas, New Mexico), must have
been an enormous challenge to Chris Emmett. As "the first and only
researcher to have unrestricted access to Mr. ·Arrott's collection," to use
the words of Librarian W. S. Wallace who wrote a foreword to the volume, the task' of selection and rejection was understandably complex.
One of the problems to be faced in handling such a large body of raw
material is that of producing a well-written, well-integrated story that
Rows easily and still furnishes the fine detail that so enriches such a
study. Here the author's difficulties become apparent. His lines are filled
with quotation 'marks that' have no special meaning and his transitions
are often rough. In a good many cases the editor accepted work that
needed more sandpapering. Also, characters should be identified to the
satisfaction of 'the reader as they are brought on the scene, and some
explanation of their appearance is expected.
. It is frequently hard. to know where to begin such an account. Logically,
one should begin at the beginning and the author does this, depicting the
events of 185 I and the establishment of the Fort. But the reason for its
founding has to be accounted for, and in order to understand this the
reader is supplied with four chapters of background in which the events
of the Mexican War 'in the Southwest are spelled out, and the chaos
that followed is described. In this portion of the' book, there is a fine
discussion of the Texas-New Mexico boundary controversy and the problems it posed even after the 1850 compromise. However, it is not until
chapter six that attention is again turned to 1851 and the beginnings of
Fort Union. The next decade is one of chasing recalcitrant Indians, bickering with civilian authorities, daily' life at the fort, and the problem of
learning to live with a conquered race. The activity that was stimulated
by the opening of the Civil War is well described in a chapter entitled
"Rejuvenation."
The Confederate or "Texan" invasion of New Mexico in the spring
of 1861 was a significant campaign that, for the moment, held great
promise for Jefferson Davis's government. Its climax in 1862 at Glorieta
Pass, on Fort Union's very doorstep, put that post in a pivotal position
in a battle known as "The Gettysburg of the West." Unhappily, these
are the least satisfactory chapters in the book. The whole movement and
its significance not only for the Southwest, but for the entire country,
ought to have been painted on a wider canvas. Again, one suspects that
the author was attempting to emphasize fresh materials at hand, which
often are sufficiently narrow to throw the larger picture .out of focus. His
preoccupation with one collection in one library is suggested on page
257, where he quotes Max Heyman's biography of General E. R. S.
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Canby "quoting William I. Waldrip, 'New Mexico During the Civil
War,' unpublished Master's Thesis, University of New Mexico, 1950."
The thesis itself was available in nearby Albuquerque. When a primary
source is available it is better to use it.
The major criticism of the work is that Fort Union, as depicted here,
is somewhat isolated from other western military events. The bibliography
does not suggest extensive use of the Reports of the Secretary of War,
and other printed documents equally available, that would show major
western military problems and their relation to this fort. In addition, Post
Returns for individual forts are available on microfilm at the National
Archives. While these are largely of a statistical nature, important events
of the month are frequently noted. The title of the volume suggests Fort
Union's role in the winning of the Southwest. What lies between the
covers falls short of this promise.
ROBERT G. ATHEARN

HOSTEEN KLAH: NAVAHO MEDICINE MAN AND SAND PAINTER. By Franc
Johnson Newcomb. Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1964. Pp. 227, frontispiece (color), map, 16 illus., bibliog., index.
$5·95·
THIS BooKisa sympathetic biography of one of the most colorful and best
known Navaho Indians of the past generation. Left Handed ("Hosteen
Klah") became known to countless numbers of Americans for he attended two world's fairs as an exhibitor, the Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1892-93 where he demonstrated weaving and the Century of
Progress Exposition also in Chicago in 1934 where he made sandpaintings. Moreover he visited the shores of both oceans, the Atlantic at North-
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east Harbor, Maine, and the Pacific at Santa Barbara, California, both
times as· the guest of the late Mary Cabot Wheelwright. Left Handed
was known among his own people as an accomplished singer ("medicine
man"), familiar with some six long and complicated ceremonials, one of
the greatest authorities on the Night Chant and actually the last Navaho
to· know and perform the complete version of the Hail Chant, which
therefore became extinct at his death. Several myths related by him
have been the subject of important published books. Besides all this, Left
Handed was distinguished by his family lineage· for he was the great
grandson of the famous chief Narbona (1766-1849), and by psychology,
for he was one of the few well-known transvestites among the Navaho.
Although he did not wear women's clothes he did become an expert
weaver, which is women's work.
The author is well known to students of Navaho culture. The wife
of a trader to the Navahos whose trading post was distinguished by having a postoffice named for his family, Newcomb, New Mexico, she
developed an interest in Navaho history and ceremonialism and through
her artistic talent she recorded as watercolor paintings some 500 sacred
sandpaintings, many of which are on display in two important collections.
Moreover she is the author or co-author of· several previous books and
articles. It was at the urging of Left Handed himself that Mrs. Newcomb
began to write down the history of his people as he told it to her, so in a
sense this book was originally inspired by him.
Part one, about one-fifth of the book, is devoted to the life and times
of Left Handed's famous great grandfather, Chief Narbona. Mrs. Newcomb came to live in Left Handed's neighborhood in 1914 and soon
developed a firm and lasting· friendship with him and his family. After
hearing his story of the past life of his people and that of his aged mother,
Mrs. Newcomb set out to interview as many of the oldest Navahos in
the region as possible. She succeeded in recording the recollections of four
others before the inBuenza epidemic of 1919c20 took its toll of most of
the older Navahos. These records reposed in Mrs. Newcomb's files for
some forty years before they became the basis of this interesting and useful account of events and Navaho life during the half-century prior to
the captivity at Fort Sumner. One of Narbona's daughters and her Hopi
husband were Left Handed's grandparents. Dominating the country east
of the Chuska and Tunicha Mountains, Narbona was able to command
a thousand warriors. At the age of 83, in 1849, Narbona was killed by the
soldiers of Colonel Washington's expedition, and less than two decades
later the Navahos were taken on the long walk to Fort Sumner in eastern
New Mexico, as prisoners of war. The story of this period, which was a
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turning point in Navaho affairs and which was used by them thereafter
as an epochal fixed date in relating their recent history, is gtven in part
two. This section of the book is devoted to the story of "Grandma Klah,"
Left Handed's mother, who was a young woman when she was taken to
the Bosque Redondo (Fort Sumner). She was married there and Left
Handed was harnin 1867 during the family's halt at Fort Wingate, New
Mexico, on their return to their homeland.
Part three, the rest of the book, is the biography of Left Handed himself; his boyhood; how he learned the Hail Chant from an uncle while
still a young boy; how his mother, an expert weaver, taught him to weave;
how he made himself a recognized authority on the Night Chant and
became perhaps the greatest exponent of that ceremonial of his time; his
travels to two world's fairs and to both coasts of the United States; his
meeting with the Crown Prince of Sweden; his loneliness after the death
of his sister in 1936; and his final illness and death from pneumonia in
1937. From 1914 on this biography is based on the intimate friendship
and companionship between Left Handed and the Newcomb family. He
sang the Blessingway rite over Mrs. Newcomb's newborn children, and
became her mentor in her studies of sandpaintings and ceremonialism.
In her account of his ceremonial activities there are tantalizing references
to several extinct or obsolete ceremonials which have never been described (pp. 106-107). If she has further notes on these let us hope that
she will publish them sometime. Another intriguing bit is two references
to a heretofore unpublished form of divination, a trip to the "Page of
Prophecy at the Shining Sands" where markings in the sand of the river
at the "Meeting Place of Waters" were interpreted (pp. 27-29, 169).
A considerable part of the reasons for Left Handed's fame is the fact
that he and two of his nieces working under his, direction were the only
Navaho weavers who dared to trifle with supernatural injunctions and
reproduce some of the sacred sandpaintings accurate in design and color
on their looms. He was encouraged to do this by Mrs. Newcomb in 1920
and a colored picture of his first sandpainting tapestry forms the frontispiece of this book. Mrs. Newcomb's account of the manufacture of these
famous tapestries and of the present provenience of most of the twentyfive' that he wove and the almost equal number made by his nieces is the
first full account to be published.
For students of Navaho ceremonialism perhaps an equally interesting
and valuable portion of this book is the description of the inception, the
construction, and the purpose of the Museum of Navajo Ceremonial
Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico. This unique institution was founded by
the late Mary Cabot Wheelwright who met Left Handed at the New-
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comb home in 1921. A well-known and colorful figure in the Southwest
during the next three or four decades herself, she decided in 193 I to build
a museum to house Left Handed's family heirlooms, his ceremonial paraphernalia, some of his sandpainting tapestries, recordings of his songs
and prayers, and reproductions of his sandpaintingsmade. by Mrs. Newcomb. Thus this "house of Navaho religion" became a memorial to Left
Handed. It contains his sculptured bust done. by Allen Clarke and his
body is buried in an inconspicuously marked grave among the junipers
nearby. It was also the happy circumstance of the meeting of Miss Wheelwright with Mrs. Newcomb and Left Handed that led to the following
years of co-operation among the three of them in assembling the notable
body of data concerning Navaho ceremonialism which is also housed
in the museum. An excellent photograph of Miss Wheelwright faces
page 191 of the book. She died in 1958 and now this book by her friend
and colleague stands with the unique museum that she founded, as stated
in the last lines of the book, "as a memorial to two great people, Mary
Cabot Wheelwright and Hosteen Klah."
In reviewing a book oriented to the general lay reader it is neither a1>"'
propriate nor necessary to indulge in carping over anthropological differences of opinion. It might be mentioned in passing, however, that·
certain passages would have been made more palatable to the anthropological reader if the author had sought the advice of someone with some
measure of linguistic training on the best way to transliterate Navaho
words with English letters. A reader familiar with Navaho ceremonialism
and native terms, however, can figure out her recordings and to others it
does not matter.
LELAND C. WYMAN
KAIBAH, RECOLLECTIONS OF A NAVAJO GIRLHOOD. By Kay Bennett. Great
West and Indian Series, XXVII. Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1964.
Pp. 253. Illus. $7·50'
THIS IS AN ACCOUNT of Mrs. Bennett's own childhood on the eastern portion of the Navaho reserVation during the years 1928 to 1935. Despite the
dust jacket claim to "amazingly important" revelations concerning Navaho
ceremonials, superstitions, and healing rituals, students of the Navaho
will find nothing new here.
The value of this book is its· simple and unspectacular deSCription by
a Navaho of a Navaho girl's development from childhood to youth. Mrs.
Bennett's childhood seems not to have been greatly different from that of
hundreds of other girls except for the accidents of place and cultural
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he~itage. Kaibah, Mrs. Bennett is saying, is a girl like every other one
except that sheis also a Navaho Indian.
Mrs. Bennett's .description of everyday life in a Navaho home will
prove rewarding .to- the ,general reader, although it should be noted that
her home was what. we would term today an upper middle-class Navaho
home. It is worthwhile to learn, for instance, that Navahos mourn tneir
dead and their grief is quite as profound as ours; that Navaho children
are frightened by the initiation rite of the Yei-be-chai ceremony, much
as our own would be; and, that Navaho children are quite as irresponsible
in their performance of household tasks as are their white contemporaries.
The historian might wish that Mrs. Bennett had devoted more space
to the impact of the depression' and the sheep reduction program on
Navaho life, but her brief account does evoke the mood of bewilderment
and frustration which these events brought to the Navaho country. Her
chapters on life at the reservation boarding school are valuable for their
insight into the clash between Navaho and white American values.
The Westernlore Press has an unfortunate tendency to claim more for
its volumes than it actually delivers. While this is an interesting little
book, it is not very profound and it contains several annoying typographical errors that could have been avoided with a little effort Cpp. 11 9, 168,
195). The price is excessive.
LAWRENCE C. KELLY

PIONEERING' IN ARIZONA: THE REMINiSCENCES OF EMERSON OLIVER
STRATTON & EDITH STRATTON KITT. Edited by John Alexander Carroll.
Tucson: Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society, 1964. Pp. vii, 178. Illus.,
maps, index.
E. O. STRATTON arrived in Arizona from California in 1874 and spent the
rest of his life chasing the pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow. He finally found the pot and moved to San Francisco where he spent the last few
years of his life, passing away at the age of seventy-eight. His career is an
interesting example of the term "rugged individualism." Stratton turned
his hand to any kind of work that offered pay, but his heart was really
attuned to mining, so he was never far away from an interest in some
claim.
.The Reminiscences were dictated to his daughter, Edit~ Stratton Kitt,
during the last few months of his life. They reveal a remarkable memory,
and offer a storehouse of information in capsule form on a great many
pioneers of Territorial Arizona.
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Mrs. Kitt's memoirs,cover fifty"three pages of this small book. Her girlhood experiences were typical of those of children growing to adulthood,
except that the incidents remembered are associated with life on a ranch
and her few years as a school teacher. One cannot but sense her warmth
of heart and enjoy her wit; all expressed in a simplicity of style that makes
pleasant reading. They are nostalgic reading .for',aHsenior citizen." ,
In 1925, Mrs. Kitt. was ,appointed secretarY" of the ArizonaPiorieers'
Historical Society and devoted' the next ·twenty-two years toward developing a research center for the, history of Arizona under the auspices of the
Society. After this worthy. service she was drawn to other jobs of an historical nature, but now is plamiinga long vacation beginning in December of this year to celebrate her eighty-sixth birthday.
'"
The editor gives credit to a number of persons who worked on the
manufacturing of this book-they deserve it because the job is well done.
FRANK

D. REEVE

CATTLE-RAISING ON THE PLAINS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Walter Baron
von Richthofen. Introduction by Edward ,Everett Dale. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. Pp. xviii, 120: $2.00.
THE WESTERN FRONTiER LIBRARY of tIte Universityof Oklahoma Press
rolls right aiong with its 24th volume, this time a reprint of the Baron Von
Richthofen'spublication of 1885, which ha~ become quHe scarce. It is a
pleasure to welcome this new edition, and to have the Baron placed in
context by so distinguished a western writer as Edward Everett Dale.
Walter Baron Von Richthofen, an uncle of Manfried Baron Von
Richthofen, the German flying ace of World War I, was born in Silesia
in 1848. After considerable military service he wound up in Denver, where
his English wife and his two daughters for three years became a pait of
the social and civic scene. At the end of this period he received a divorce
from his wife, after which he returned to Denver as a gay bachelor. He
promoted all over the place and eventually promoted for himself a second
wife and a castle of grey stone which became a Denver landmark. He
died in 1898, barely fifty years old.
It is perhaps typical of the times, place, and the man that Von Richthofen is best remembered for his book on cattle-raising. It is typical, because the Baron was never a ranchman. He may have been a partner, but
his name does not show on the membership list of any livestock association nor is his brand to be found in any brand book.
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Instead, in his book the Baron did what he did best: promote. He dismissed the myth of the Great American Desert with the statement that
the area should be renamed "the new West." He sold the idea of the West
to anyone who would read his. book. Always a bull, if the reader will forgive that expression here, he believed that Western ranches and cattle
were far below their real worth, that prairie stock was healthier and
developed more rapidly than Eastern domestic stock, and that cattleraising was, in the words of one of his chapter titles, "a legitimate and
safe business." Herd' losses could be· confined to an average of two to
three percent per. annum, .while a three-year-old steer ought to bring a
net· profit. of. around thirty-four dollars. With luck one Texas cow worth
thirty dollars would have eight steer calves in ten years, which would
lead to a profit of $272 on the thirty-dollar investment. If you started
with one hundred cows, in ten years you ought to have 2856 animals,
of which nearly 1500 would be steers. The mathematics and profit possibilities are compelling.
If Von Richthofen was over-optimistic, so were a lot of other more experienced cattlemen in the year 1885' The next two years would disenchant many of them, but books like Von Richthofen's presented their
figures with such logic that the West seemed truly the place to come.
Undoubtedly these books helped speed the settlement of that once great
American desert.
Quite apart from its promotional aspects the book has value because
of its detailed, realistic descriptions of the Plains country and its lists of
leading cattle companies of the early 1880'S. It is a book that must be
'consulted by anyone writing on the latter nineteenth-century West.
JOE B. FRANTZ
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EXHIBIT OPENS AT ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM

''The Home Life of Three Cultures in New Mexico," is featured in the Albuquerque Historical Society's current exhibit
which opened in June at the Historical Museum, 316 Romero
NW, Albuquerque. Summer hours for the museum are 2-5 P.M.
and 7-9 P.M., Tuesday through Sunday. The museum is closed
on Monday.
.
While the exhibit will remain on display for a year, special
displays will be changed from time to time, according to Miss
Jane Batten, who heads the Society's museum program this year.
The display will feature the eating and cooking areas of the Indian, Spanish, and pioneer American homes, and during early
August will include an Indian oven in use outside of the door of
the museum.

SCOUT TROOP QUALIFIES FOR HISTORICAL AWARD

Boy Scout Troop 391 in Albuquerque has qualified for the
rational Historical Trails award with the aid of the Society's historical sites chairman, H. 1. James. A troop award, anda comparatively rare one, it requires the sanction of the state' historical society. To qualify, the troop must locate a site of historical interest,
mark a trail for visitation purposes, march to the location and
spend the night there, contact the state historical society for approval, and prepare an historical sketch of the location. Mr. James
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assisted by giving three lectures on tpe origin and development of
Indian culture in the southwestern United States. The site located by the troop is in the Jemez mountains ~ear Ponderosa,
New Mexico. It is of the Pueblo 4 period and part of the Jemez
culture. Scoutmaster for the troop is C. B. Martin.

NEWEST AFFILIATE IS OLDEST SOCIETY

The Chaves County Historical Society is both the newest and
the oldest of the state society's affiliate chapters. As the most recent to join the state organization, it is the newest affiliate. But in
point of years it is the oldest of the local historical groups~ Organized on Jan. 31, 1930, it is now in its 35th year. The Society's first officers were the Hon. James F. Hinkle, p~esident;
Hiram M. Dow, vice-president; and Mrs. O. D. Bonney, secretarytreasurer.
Early activities of the society included restoration of the Torreon
at Lincoln, New Mexico; building of the Roswell museum in
1938; and, promotion of an old timer's edition of the Roswell
Record, also in 1938. During World War II, the Society became
inactive, but Miss Annie Laurie Sharf, who served for 18 years
as secretary, kept all records intact.
.
In February 1964 the Society was reorganized and now includes
the local archeological society as well as the historical group.
Officers elected at that time included, Bruce Prager, president;
Mrs. Mae Marley, vice-president; Mrs. C. C. Buckner, secretary;
and Rolla Hinkle, treasurer.
On the program are tours to points of interest such as Sitting
Bull Falls and the Seven Rivers site, and talks such as those by
Dr. George Ag6gino, ·director of the Paleo-Indian Institute at
ENMU; .on the Blackwater· Draw archeological site near Portales, and by Dr. Victor Westphall on the American Valley
Murders. A program by Bob Fall on the history of photography
featured a display by Mr. Prager of early Roswell photographs
dating froin 1883 to 1915.
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The museum, built by the Society in the 1930'S, is now owned
by the city of Roswell, and is used as an art center and to display
the excellent Goddard rocket exhibit. A current project is to establish another historical museum for Chaves County. .
Mr. Prager is a grandson of Roswell pioneers, Mr. and Mrs·.
Sidney Prager. He is vice-president of the local insurance agents'
group, and past president of the Roswell Kiwanis Club. The Society has thirty member families. Membership is open to anyone
.
interested in the history of Chaves County.

TAOS MARKS 350TH ANNIVERSARY

The Taos County Historical Society is aiding in the celebration
of Taos' 350th anniversary this year by providing historical infor~
mation, and with special observances and even.ts. IIi May the Taos
society was host to a meeting of the New Mexico Archaeological
Society ~ It is also in the process of setting up five historical markers at points of interest in the Taos area, and six historical letters
are to be sent out to members in 1965. An historical and Indian
costume pageant is scheduled for September 29, at eight p.m. in
the high school gymnasium and will be directed by Rowena Martinez. Miss Helen A. Blumenschein heads the Taos society for
the current year.

PLANS FOR MUSEUM IN ALAMOGORDO

The Tularosa Basin Historical Society has concluded an agreement with the city of Alamogordo for a 99-year lease on city
property adjoining the Chamber of Commerce office, and plans
are underway to erect a 35 by 86 foot historical museum building
on the site. Carl Reed, vice-president of the Society, is in. charge
of fund-raising pledges for the project. Mrs. Frances Godley heads
the group as president.
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ALBUQUERQUE SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS

Edward A. Perkins, instructor in Southwestern history at
Highland High School, has been elected to head the Albuquerque Historical Society for the coming year. The election was held
at the Society's annual banquet in May. Named to serve with Mr.
Perkins are Miss Jane Batten, vice-president in charge of the
museum; Roland Dickey, vice-president in charge of programs;
Mrs. W. Ellis Armstrong, recording secretary; Mrs. 1. G. Rice,
corresponding secretary; and Mrs. Isabelle D. Boffin, treasurer.
Mr. Perkins, who lives at 405 Girard Blvd., SE, Albuquerque,
has been a member of the faculty at Highland for fifteen years
and now instructs excluSively in Southwestern history, conducting a concentrated course in which he uses primary source material rather than a textbook. He reinforces study with research and
field trips.
LOUISE RuTZ, Bulletin Editor

